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Preface

On the occasion of the construction of the New University Eye Hospi-
tal in Leipzig, Germany, a symposium was held in November 1996, under
the title `New approaches in the diagnosis and therapy of macular and ret-
inal diseases'. The aim of the symposium was for internationally recog-
nized experts to inform the participants regarding the status, goals and
perspectives of macular and retinal research.

The symposium was a success due to the great efforts of the speakers and
we are grateful for their excellent presentations. In order to share some of the
ideas and knowledge presented in Leipzig, we collected most of the papers.

New diagnostic techniques are presented by Wolf and Kretschmann.
Different experiences in the surgery of macular holes are described by
KoÈ rner, Cleary and Gaudric. Surgery of Terson's syndrome is presented by
Kuhn and Morris, and epiretinal membrane surgery by Miller. Stirpe re-
fers to complications in the removal of the posterior vitreous cortex. The
use of an intraocular implant for drug delivery is explained by Kampik
group. Kreissig and Lincoff introduce the therapeutic balloon for the treat-
ment of AMD, while Soubrane gives a review of current experimental
therapies for AMD. Blach points out the problems of macular therapy and
evaluates the treatment strategies.

Transplantation into the subretinal space, gene therapy of retinal dis-
eases, molecular-based diagnosis, retina implant, and cellular and biochem-
ical aspects of retinal diseases will be published in Ophthalmic Research.

We are very grateful to the editors of Developments in Ophthalmol-
ogy and to the publisher for the opportunity to present these subjects in
their book series.

Peter Wiedemann, Leipzig
Leon Kohen, Leipzig
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Recent Developments in Scanning Laser
Ophthalmoscopy

Sebastian Wolf

Augenklinik der Medizinischen Fakultat der RWTH Aachen
(Director: Prof. B. Kirchhof), Aachen, Germany

The scanning laser technique employs a new electro-optical principle
that does not require optical image formation [1, 2]. This allows not only
imaging of the retina with different wavelength [3] but permits a variety of
new applications like angiography [4, 5], blood flow measurement [6, 7],
reflectometry [8], retinal densitometry [9], microperimetry [10±12], and
other functional testings [13±15]. Currently, several instruments for retinal
imaging or functional testings using the scanning laser technique are com-
mercial available from different companies.

Methods and Materials

The scanning laser technique has been described previously in detail [1, 2]. In
short, for illumination a scanning laser ophthalmoscope uses a laser beam, focused by
the optical system of the eye to a small moving spot, that is swept across the retina to
form a rectangular raster. The light returning from the retina is converted by a high
sensitivity solid state detector into an electronic signal from which a two dimensional
image is constructed electronically [16]. From this electronic signal a standard video sig
nal can be created and recorded with a video recorder. Furthermore, the electronic sig
nal can be directly digitized and stored on a computer. Since in scanning laser systems
only a small point of the retina is illuminated, only a very small area of the pupil is
used for illumination and the rest is available for light collection. Therefore, scanning
laser systems are highly light efficient and reduce light intensities for illumination of
the retina for imaging by a factor of 100 1,000. This permits recording of a very high
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number of images without reaching the maximum permissible light level for retinal ir
radiance [17, 18].

Additionally, the optical principal of scanning laser systems allows different im
aging modes. In the direct imaging mode the photodetector in the scanning laser sys
tems accepts all light collected by the instrument. These nonconfocal images suffer
from reduction of contrast due to light which is returned to the detector after being
scattered or reflected by layers from outside the optical plane. In the confocal imaging
mode a pinhole, which is conjugate to the laser focus, is placed in front of the detec
tor [16]. The size of the pinhole determines the degree of confocality of the image, a
small pinhole produces a highly confocal image. In the confocal mode the depth of
field is very small producing optical sections of the fundus. Using an annular aperture
instead of the small pinhole in front of the detector all light reflected from the focal
plane is blocked and only stray light produces the image. This mode is called the in
direct mode.

Another important feature of scanning laser systems is the ability to modulate the
intensity of the illumination by varying the laser power by means of an acousto optic
modulator. This allows to produce a graphic design on a patient's retina that is simulta
neously viewed by the patient and observed on the fundus on the electronic image. Con
trolling the acousto optic modulator by a computer a variety of psychophysical test can
be performed.

Depending on the application different lasers are used as light source in scanning
laser systems. For fluorescein angiography an Argon laser (wavelength 488 and 514 nm)
is used. Additionally, autoflurescence images can be recorded with this laser [19]. For in
docyanine green angiography and infrared imaging diode infrared lasers (wavelength:
788 and 820 nm) are used. Microperimetry is usually performed with HeNe laser illumi
nation (wavelength 633 nm).

Results

Fluorescence Angiography

The distinctive features of scanning laser imaging improve the signal-
to-noise ratio and thus enhance the contrast of the image as compared
with standard imaging techniques. Beside the high quality of the fluores-
cence angiographic images (fig. 1, 2), the high frame rate (up to 60 Hz) al-
lows a detailed analysis of the blood flow dynamics during angiography.
The improved resolution of scanning laser angiograms made the acquisi-
tion of capillary flow velocities and the assessment of capillary density in
the perifoveal network possible [7]. In various diseases and under varying
physiological conditions capillary flow velocities and capillary density in
the perifoveal network have been assessed [20±22]. These studies have
shown that capillary density and flow velocity are reduced in patients with
diabetes mellitus even without diabetic retinopathy [21]. Similar results
were found in patients with systemic hypertension [22].

Wolf 2



Autofluorescence Imaging

We used a standard confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscope (HRA,
Heidelberg Engineering) for visualization and mapping of retinal auto-
fluorescence. For excitation the argon laser blue line (wavelength 488 nm)
was used at maximal intensity (300 lW/cm2). In the detection pathway an
interference filter (band pass with > 90 % transmission for 505±700 nm)
and a confocal stop were inserted. The images were digitally recorded. We

1

2

Fig. 1. Fluorescein angiographic image (20° field; SLO 101, Rodenstock) of
the perifoveal capillary network in a patient with arterial hypertension.

Fig. 2. Fluorescence angiographic study (40° field; SLO 101, Rodenstock) in a
patient with occult CNV. Left: Fluorescein angiogram; right: ICG angiogram with
visible CNV (arrows).
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have analyzed the autofluorescence images of patients with age related
macular degeneration (AMD). Areas of hyperpigmentation at the level of
the RPE showed increased autofluorescence, whereas areas of depigmen-
tation appeared hypofluorescent in the autofluorescent images in all cases
(fig. 3). Patients with AMD demonstrated focal accumulation of fluores-
cent material ± most likely lipofuscin. Thus, the scanning laser technique
combined with an image analyzing system may help to identify eyes at risk
for the development of exudative AMD.

Microperimetry

Currently, only the scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO-101, Roden-
stock Instr., Germany) can be used for fundus perimetry. For retinal imag-
ing an infrared diodelaser (780 nm) is used. Background illumination and
stimuli are generated with a HeNe laser (633 nm) modulated by an acous-
to-optic modulator (AOM). The AOM is controlled by a microcomputer.
In our system we use an Image Technology FG100-AT board. Our current
software for fundus controlled perimetry allowed for static automatic mi-
croperimetry by means of a suprathreshold staircase strategy [10]. Light
intensities could be varied between 0 and 27.9 dB above background. For
clinical studies the first stimulus is presented with 10 dB, thereafter light
intensities are increased by 4 dB after a correct answer and decreased by
2 dB, if the stimulus is not seen. During the test procedure a fixation cross

Fig. 3. Autofluorescence image (left) and fluorescein angiographic study
(right) (30° field; HRA, Heidelberg Engineering) in a patient with geographic atro
phy secondary to AMD. Note the decreased autofluorescence in the area of atro
phy.
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(size: 36 × 36 min arc; contrast: 0 dB) is presented. Fixation and eye move-
ments are controlled by manual fundus tracking. Therefore, it is possible
to calculate the circle area that would encompass 75 % of all fixation
points and the center of fixation. The radius of this circle is given to quan-
tify fixation stability. Figure 4 shows the result of a microperimetry in a pa-
tient with AMD after laser photocoaculation for an extrafoveal CNV.

Discussion

The scanning laser ophthalmoscope provides excellent fluorescein and
indocyanine green angiographic images [23, 24]. The high frame rate al-
lows not only morphologic analysis of the angiograms but permits addi-
tionally the assessment of retinal hemodynamics [20±22]. Recently, visuali-

Fig. 4. Result of a microperimetry in a patient with an extrafoveal laser scar
after laser photocoagluation for a well defined choroidal neovascularization. The
numbers indicate the local retinal sensitivity expressed in dezibel.
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zation and mapping of fundus autofluorescence with the scanning laser
ophthalmoscope have demonstrated the possibility to assess the metabolic
activity of the RPE [19]. This technique may add a great deal of informa-
tion about the correlation between accumulation of autofluorescent mate-
rial in the RPE and the progression of AMD. Equally significant for the
clinical assessment of macular diseases is the ability of the scanning laser
technique to provide complex static or dynamic testing for identifying the
retinal loci of functional deficits.

Additional clinical applications with scanning laser systems are cur-
rently under investigation. Further technical improvement will expand the
clinical use of the scanning laser technique in the future.
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Multifocal ERG Recording by the VERIS
Technique and Its Clinical Applications

Ulf Kretschmann, Krisna Gendo, Mathias Seeliger, Eberhart Zrenner

Department of Pathophysiology of Vision and Neuro Ophthalmology,
University Eye Hospital Tubingen, Germany

The multifocal ERG [1] using a m-sequence stimulation technique al-
lows simultaneous electroretinographic mapping of the central retina of
both eyes with a high resolution in a considerably short time. It is there-
fore considered to be a promising diagnostic tool in retinal diseases [2±5].
The VERIS (visual-evoked response imaging system) Scientific program
has already made use of the scalar product method to visualize the spatial
distribution of the response density. However, it was difficult to relate this
ERG topography directly to normative data. Additional time-consuming
procedures were necessary for the comparison between patient results and
normal values, which have limited the value of the system in a clinical set-
ting.

For such applications, VERIS ClinicTM was developed to provide an
immediate comparison of a patient's multifocal ERG with the values of a
normal collective. It requires the examination of a group of normal volun-
teers, under the same conditions as those, for patient recordings prior to
its use. The local ERGs of the normals are combined to form an average
focal ERG, which is then used as an appropriate template in the calcula-
tion of a patient's scalar product of the same region.

The aim of the present study was to test the clinical applicability of
the VERIS Clinic system in patients with maculopathies of different etiol-
ogy and hereditary photoreceptor degenerations.

Supported by the DFG (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft; Bonn; Germany) (grant Zr 1/10 1
and Zr 1/10 2).



Subjects and Methods

The clinical characteristics of 5 patients are summarized in table 1. Fifty normal vo
lunteers, aged 22 55 (median 34 years), were used as a control group. Inclusion criteria
were a visual acuity of 1.0 (20/20) or better, refractive errors of less than ± 6.0 dptr
(spherical equivalent), and no history of relevant eye diseases.

The stimulus was presented on a bright black and white 17'' monitor with a frame
rate of 75 Hz (Chuomusen, model MD B 1700, Japan). A stimulus field consisting of 61
hexagons within a 22° visual field was used (fig. 1). The diameter of the central hexagon

Fig. 1. The geometry of the stimulus is shown. Additionally to the 61 hexa
gons of the stimulus their position within the visual field is indicated by isopters.

Table 1. Summary of the clinical data of the patients presented here

Patient Age Sex Diagnosis Visual acuity Visual field Ganzfeld ERG

P1 44 male M. Stargardt 0.08/0.4 central scotoma normal

P2 26 male retinopathia
solaris

0.3/0.6 central scotoma normal

P3 35 male RCS 1.0/0.6 OS: central
scotoma

normal

P4 30 female RP 1.25/1.25 ring scotoma scotopic and
photopic
reduced

P5 11 female cone dystrophy 0.05/0.05 central scotoma photopic
reduced

Multifocal ERG Recording by the VERIS Technique and Its Clinical Applications 9



was 3.2°. The array was scaled with eccentricity, so that the most eccentric areas were 4.7
times larger than the central area. A grey central fixation point was used. Each element,
which was either black (3.0 cd/m2) or white (200.0 cd/m2, 97 % contrast), changed follow
ing a binary m sequence independently from other elements. The mean luminance was
101.5 cd/m2.

Both eyes were dilated with tropicamide (0.5 %) and phenylephrine (5 %), and the
refractive errors were corrected. The distance between monitor and subject was adjusted
according to an implemented nomogram to ensure a similar retinal magnification of the
stimulus image regardless of the individual refraction. In case of emmetropia, a correc
tion lens of + 3.0 dptr was used and the distance set to 33 cm. The ERG responses were
recorded by means of DTL fiber electrodes (Tomey, Japan), positioned on the conjunc
tiva directly beneath the cornea and attached with its two ends at the lateral and nasal
canthus, respectively. The reference and ground skin electrodes were attached to the ipsi
lateral temple and forehead, respectively. The subjects position was central in front of
the monitor and the fixation and recording was binocular. An exception was made in the
case of squinting problems, where fixation and recording was monocular.

The evoked potential was amplified (× 100,000) and filtered (10 300 Hz; Grass am
plifier, model 12, Quincy, USA). The sampling rate of the AD converter was 16 samples
per frame, yielding a temporal resolution of 0.83 ms.

The overall duration of a recording session was about 5 7 min, which included 16
recording segments, during which the subjects were not allowed to blink or move.

Fig. 2. 61 focal ERGs
from the left eye of a
normal volunteer (a) and
patient 1 (b) are plotted.

Kretschmann/Gendo/Seeliger/Zrenner 10



The local ERG responses from the 61 stimulated areas were analyzed with a fast
m transform algorithm [6, 7]. To evaluate the function of the outer retina, the first order
kernel was calculated (VERIS Clinic program for the power Macintosh, EDI, San Fran
cisco, Tomey, Nagoya, Japan).

For each subject, a trace array containing all 61 focal ERGs was obtained. A three
dimensional ERG topography visualizing the response density calculated by the scalar
product method [1] was generated from this data. Additionally, a distribution of the dif
ference between the ERG topography of the patients and the average of the 50 normal
volunteers, was calculated and visualized in three dimensional graphs.

Results

In the 3 patients with maculopathies, the central focal ERGs were not
recordable or strongly attenuated, whereas peripheral responses were nor-
mal. There was, however, a difference in the area affected. In both eyes of
patient 1 with Stargardt's disease, valid signals were obtained from the

Fig. 3. Data sheet of patient 1 with M. Stargardt (OS). Figure 3a shows the
three dimensional graph of response density. For comparison, the average response
density distribution of the 50 normal volunteers is presented in figure 3b. In 3c the
deviation between patient and normal response density is presented.
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outermost ring only (figs. 2, 3). In the patients with solar and central ser-
ous retinopathy (RCS), the area of subnormal response densities was
much smaller (fig. 4a, b). In the RCS patient, the defect was unilateral.

The reverse pattern is typical for retinitis pigmentosa (RP), where, as
in patient 4, only macular responses were within the normal range. In the
deviation plot (fig. 4c), this is indicated by the central green area sur-
rounded by low-response density. Reduced response density values in the
entire test field as in figure 4d are typical for cone dystrophies.

Discussion

With multi-input stimulation techniques [1, 8], numerous focal ERGs
can be recorded simultaneously in a considerably short time. The cross-
correlation algorithm of Sutter allows one to obtain 61 to 241 focal ERG
responses per eye within 4±16 min recording time. Studies comparing mul-

Fig. 4. The response density deviation plots of patient 2 with retinopathia so
laris (a), patient 3 with RCS (b), patient 4 with RP (c), and patient 5 with cone dys
trophy (d).

Kretschmann/Gendo/Seeliger/Zrenner 12



tifocal and Ganzfeld ERG [9] have demonstrated the close relationship
between the first order kernel response of the multifocal ERG and the a-
wave-b-wave complex, as well as oscillatory potentials of the flash ERG.

This new method will certainly help to elucidate local dysfunction in
patients where the Ganzfeld ERG response is unchanged, as in localized
maculopathies.

Generalized receptor dystrophies can usually be detected by Ganzfeld
ERG according to ISCEV standards [10]. Multifocal ERG can, however,
add more detailed information about the topography ± and potentially the
progression ± of dysfunctional areas. In retinitis pigmentosa (RP), a con-
centric constriction of the responsive areas was found early in the course
of the disease [5]. Additionally, the association between amplitudes and
implicit times was found to vary among different diseases. In RP, ampli-
tude reduction and implicit time rise are directly correlated, whereas in
Stargardt's disease, this is not true.

Using the VERIS technique, 61 local ERGs from each eye can be ob-
tained in a 4 min recording session. The VERIS dataset with 122 ERG
waveforms is much more complex than a Ganzfeld ERG with its 2 × 5
mandatory waveforms according to the ISCEV standard and therefore
needs an easy-to-be-grasped presentation.

The deviation plot of the VERIS Clinic gives a satisfactory summary
of this complex information that can, because of its similarity to common
reports of visual field tests, be evaluated by an ophthalmologist without
special training. Furthermore, normal ERG response density and psycho-
physical light sensitivity are both maximal in the fovea, with a decrease to-
wards the periphery and a minimum in the area of the blind spot. How-
ever, it should be mentioned that in some special cases a review of the
original data (i. e. the trace array) appears advisable, since due to the na-
ture of data reduction procedures, some of the information is lost.
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Advances in the Management of
Vitreomacular Traction Syndrome and
Macular Hole

Fritz Koerner, Justus Garweg

Department of Ophthalmology, University of Bern, Switzerland

The management of macular holes, with or without retinal detach-
ment, has benefited considerably from the biomicroscopic and histopatho-
logic identification of changes at the vitreomacular interface, as well as
from advances in vitreoretinal surgery, generally.

Idiopathic macular holes are a major cause of impairments in visual
function, particularly in older women. And in the United States alone,
their incidence has been estimated at around 100,000 people [1].

Pathogenesis of Macular Holes

Idiopathic macular holes are distinct from retinal detachment with
macular hole, which latter condition is often associated with myopia. In
a consecutive series of 80 eyes which had undergone surgery for macu-
lar hole, retinal detachment was extant in 66 cases (82.5 %), and among
these, myopia and high myopia (> 10 diopters) were prevalent (ta-
ble 1).

Shrinkage of the epimacular vitreous cortex has been recognized as
the basic mechanism underlying the pathogenesis of macular holes [2±5].
Neither the development of macular cysts and impending holes nor their
progression to full-thickness lesions depend on posterior vitreous detach-
ment [6, 7]; indeed, early-stage macular holes may even regress if the pos-
terior vitreous has detached [7].

Four stages in the clinical development of macular holes may be dis-
tinguished [2]: Dehiscence of the foveal receptor layer is defined as im-



pending macular hole (stage 1). Stage 2 is characterized by the manifesta-
tion of small ± and stage 3 by that of larger ± full-thickness macular holes
without posterior vitreous detachment, in association with which there is
usually a cuff of subfoveal fluid. Stage 4 is attained when complete detach-
ment of the vitreous has occurred. The biomicroscopic manifestation of
prefoveal opacification has been suspected of bespeaking a contracted
condensation of premacular vitreous cortex [8], and histopathologic ana-
lyses of such regions have borne out this impression: these pseudo-opercu-
la are not comprised of retinal tissue [9±11].

Certain cases in which macular pucker or epimacular membrane oc-
cur in association with pseudoholes may be falsely diagnosed as true
macular holes, but they should be considered as distinct entities [12±15]
and not confused with the latter. On the other hand, full-thickness ma-
cular holes may, in certain cases, be caused by tangential traction of
epiretinal membranes [16], and an association between cystoid macular
edema and idiopathic macular holes has been demonstrated histologi-
cally [16, 17].

A clinical distinction between pseudo- and full-thickness macular
holes may be facilitated by use of a laser aiming-beam test [18], and laser
biomicroscopy is known to aid the identification of vitreomacular separa-
tion [19]. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a new sophisticated
technique which permits macular cysts and impending holes to be distin-
guished from full-thickness ones; it also renders possible a visualization of

Table 1. Prevalence of myopia and proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR) in cases
of idiopathic macular hole and in those with retinal detachment and macular hole

Idiopathic macular
hole

Macular hole with retinal
detachment

n % n %

Total number of cases 14 66

Myopia (≤ 10 D) 1 7 9 14

High myopia (> 10 D) 0 0 31 47*

PVR 5 351 19 29

* p < 0.001 (Fisher exact p, two tailed test).
1 Epimacular membrane present.
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vitreo-macular separation and measurement of macular hole diameter
[20].

Conventional Surgical Methods for the Treatment of Retinal
Detachment with Associated Macular Holes

Retinal detachment in association with a macular hole has in the past
been treated by posterior scleral indentation either with diathermy, photo-
coagulation or cryopexy. Posterior scleral indentation was achieved either
by use of a radial [21±24] or absorbable fibrin sponge [25], by creating a
scleral pocket [26], by subchoroidal implantion of hyaluronic acid [27], or
by a silver clip [28±30].

A review of 277 cases, published before 1982, reveals that reattach-
ment was achieved in 74 % of cases [21, 25, 31±34]. According to recent
retrospective studies, vitrectomy in conjunction with gas-injection yielded
better visual results than did macular diathermy and/or buckling [35, 36].
Aspiration of liquid vitreous followed by intravitreal gas-injection alone,
i. e. without effecting scleral buckling and macular coagulation, has been
reported to be successful in 16 of 19 cases [37].

Vitrectomy and Fluid-Gas Exchange for Retinal Detachment
with Macular Hole

Gonvers and Machemer [38] proposed in 1982 the performance of
vitrectomy for the treatment of eyes with retinal detachment and macu-
lar holes. The rationale behind a direct vitreoretinal approach was the
release of vitreoretinal traction which is recognized as the principal
cause of macular holes. Initially, a vitrectomy was combined with coagu-
lation of the macular hole in about 20 % of the cases, hyaluronic acid,
gases like sulfur hexafluoride and perfluorpropane, air, or silicone oil
[39±42] being used as tamponades. But it subsequently became apparent
that this coagulation step was unnecessary, a review of 213 cases pub-
lished between 1982 and 1986 disclosing the reattachment rate to be as
high as 82 % when vitrectomy was performed without macular coagula-
tion [38, 43±54].

Although early macular redetachment after initial surgery may still
occur in about 20 % of instances, a final reattachment of the macula is
now being achieved in an average of 90 % of cases which have undergone
vitrectomy and gas injection [36].
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Autologous Blood and Tissue Adhesives for Macular Hole Surgery in
Eyes with Retinal Detachment

Early postoperative reopening of macular holes is always a potential
threat, especially in highly myopic eyes, and in an endeavor to minimize
this risk, various adjunctive measures have been proposed to facilitate ma-
cular adhesion.

Since 1985, we began to use autologous blood as a sealant during vi-
trectomy, particularly in highly myopic eyes which were suspected of hav-
ing reduced macular adhesion properties owing to posterior chorioretinal
atrophy [55]. In a recent retrospective study [unpubl.], we analyzed the
postoperative reattachment rate and visual function in 80 consecutive eyes
which had undergone vitrectomy for macular holes either in association
with or without retinal detachment. Autologous blood was applied to the
macular hole after vitrectomy and fluid/air exchange in 40 cases, whilst the
other 40 eyes served as controls (no adjunctive treatment with autologous
blood). A significant postoperative increase in mean visual acuity occurred
only in those eyes which had received topical autologous blood treatment,
this being especially so in myopic eyes.

Autologous blood has also been shown to facilitate separation of the
posterior vitreous cortex from the macular area [56].

Cyanoacrylate tissue sealants have also proved to be beneficial in im-
proving macular adhesion after vitrectomy. In one study comprised of
9 such cases, 8 of which had previously undergone unsuccessful vitreoret-
inal surgery, complete reattachment was achieved in 8 instances [57]. And
in another series employing such a sealant, visual improvement was re-
ported in 76 % of the instances (n = 15) [58].

Vitrectomy for Impending and Idiopathic Full-Thickness Macular
Holes

In recent years, eyes with idiopathic macular holes at stages 2±4 as
well as impending ones (stages 1 A and 1 B), have been increasingly con-
sidered as candidates for vitreoretinal surgery [59].

Special techniques have been described for the suctioning and peeling
away of vitreous cortex, which is often firmly attached to the posterior
pole, macular region and optic disc in stage 1±3 macular holes [60, 61].
We have found that the localization and subsequent peeling of adherent
vitreous cortex, under indirect ophthalmoscopic control or by use of the
operating microscope, may be considerably facilitated by intraoperative
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automatic air infusion. And intravitreal injection of autologous blood also
helps to identify the epimacular vitreous cortex [62].

Conflicting opinions exist on the use of vitreoretinal surgery for im-
pending macular holes. In a randomized multicenter trial, the benefit of vi-
trectomy for stage 1 macular holes was not borne out: 37 % of operated
cases progressed to full-thickness holes compared with 40 % in eyes ran-
domized for observation [63]. But in another study [13], a lower rate of
progression occurred in 26 % of the instances. Visual improvement after
vitrectomy for stage 1 macular holes has been reported in over 80 % of the
cases [12, 61] and appears to be more commonly achieved in such eyes
than in those with full-thickness holes.

Albeit so, vitreoretinal surgery is being increasingly undertaken in the
latter instances (stages 2±4). Criteria for anatomical success include clo-
sure of the hole, i. e. reattachment of the cuff of subretinal fluid, and pre-
vention of subsequent retinal detachment. And on this basis, success is cur-
rently being achieved in 58±97 % of the instances [64±73].

Adjunctive Agents Used to Facilitate Healing of Macular Holes

In a series of 23 cases of macular hole with associated retinal detach-
ment, vitrectomy was performed in conjunction with topical application of
autologous blood [55]; 57 % of the eyes were highly myopic. Final reattach-
ment of the retina was achieved in 87 % of the instances, and a visual im-
provement in 78 %. In a larger series of 80 eyes, application of autologous
blood to the hole yielded a significantly higher rate of visual improvement
than did vitrectomy without such adjunctive treatment (see above; fig. 1).

Human [74] or bovine thrombin, the latter in combination with autolo-
gous fibrinogen [75], as well as autologous serum, have been employed as ad-
juncts both in humans [76±78] and experimental animals [79, 80]. And it has
been argued that certain serum cytokines such as those known to act in the ca-
pacity of growth factors, could conceivably induce fibrocellular proliferation
and thus also facilitate chorioretinal adhesion at the site of a macular hole.

TGF-b2, with its capacity to promote wound healing, appears to be a
particularly effective adjunct in macular hole surgery, as evidenced by the
high rates of closure and visual improvement achieved [81±85] when it is
employed at sufficiently high doses [81]. By use of this agent, it is even
possible to avoid peeling of epimacular membranes [83]. And reopened
macular holes have also been successfully retreated with TGF-b2 [82, 84,
85]. However, the limited availability and high costs of this substance
thwart its general use in macular hole surgery.
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Fig. 1. Initial and final visual acuity (VA) in 37 eyes which had undergone vi
trectomy and air or sulfur hexafluoride gas injection and in 34 eyes which had ad
ditionally received adjunctive application of autologous blood to the macular hole.
Five eyes of group 1, and 2 in group 2, had an impending macular hole; all other
cases had full thickness ones. Retinal detachment was present in 73 and 88 % of
the instances in groups 1 and 2, respectively. Nine amblyopic eyes were excluded
from the total of 80.
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In two recent studies [71, 73], autologous platelet concentrates were
used as adjuncts in the treatment of full-thickness macular holes, flattening
of the affected areas being achieved in 95 and 85.7 % of the cases, respec-
tively. In another investigation [71], similar treatment elicited reattach-
ment in 19 of 20 eyes, as against 13 of the 20 which received no such ad-

Fig. 2. Initial and final visual acuity (VA) in 17 myopic eyes which had under
gone vitrectomy and air or sulfur hexafluoride gas injection and in 24 myopic eyes
which had additionally received adjunctive application of autologous blood to the
macular hole. Retinal detachment was associated with the macular hole in 40 of the
41 eyes.
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junctive therapy (p < 0.05). Preliminary personal observations indicate that
comparable anatomical success rates may be achieved by use of either pla-
telet concentrate or autologous blood. The use of autologous serum, blood
and platelet concentrates all have the adavantages of easy preparation,
and low cost, and their use does not carry the risk of precipitating un-
wanted immunological reactions (table 2).

Functional Results of Macular Hole Surgery

The visual results currently achieved by macular hole surgery are en-
couraging, albeit that we are still fairly ignorant of the long-term func-
tional outcome of the untreated condition. Indeed, we are not aware of
any prospective study which has been undertaken to compare visual func-
tion after vitreoretinal surgery for macular holes with that in a control
group of eyes over long observation periods.

Elimination of vitreoretinal traction in stage 1 impending macular
holes improves visual function in about 90 % of the cases [12, 13, 61]. And
closure of a full-thickness ones also improves visual acuity in most in-
stances [72], superior results being obtained in patients with symptoms of
less than 6- to 12-months' duration [66, 69, 70]. Interestingly, bilateral vi-
sual function after macular hole surgery in one eye appears to be mark-
edly better in patients with near-normal ± than in those with reduced ± vi-
sual acuity of the fellow eye [86].

Adjunctive application of an appropriate dose of TGF-b2 to idio-
pathic or traumatic full-thickness macular holes after vitrectomy has been

Table 2. Adjunctive agents currently used to facilitate the healing of macular
holes (together with the pertinent literature references)

Adjunctive agent used in vitreoretinal surgery Reference

Autologous blood 55, 56

Human thrombin 74

Bovine thrombin together with autologous fibrinogen 75

Autologous serum 78 80

TGF b2 81 85

Platelet concentrate 71, 73
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shown to elicit an increase in visual acuity by two lines or more in 40±
70 % of the cases [81, 84, 85]. Scanning laser ophthalmoscopic microperi-
metry of patients with macular hole has revealed absolute scotomata in
the region of neurosensory defect as well as relative ones in the zone of
perifoveal detachment, and there exists a good correlation between central
visual field defects and visual acuity [87]. After vitrectomy with adjunctive
TGF-b2, absolute scotomata disappeared and relative ones at least par-
tially resolved [88].

In a personal study of 66 cases, application of autologous blood to the
macular holes after vitrectomy for retinal detachment elicited significantly
better visual results than did surgery in the absence of such adjunctive
treatment (table 3; fig. 1). A similarly favorable functional result was ob-
tained in myopic eyes (fig. 2). Autologous blood contains a variety of
growth factors, including TGF-b2, and it seems not unlikely that some of
these may play a role in wound healing after vitrectomy, and perhaps in-
cite a regenerative response by the receptor layer and/or retinal pigment
epithelium.

Complications

The development of progressive nuclear cataracts is a well-known side
effect of vitreoretinal surgery, and their manifestation after macular hole
surgery is therefore not surprising; increasing rates of cataract have been

Table 3. Pre and postoperative visual acuity in 66 eyes with macular holes
and retinal detachment

Visual acuity PPV with autologous
blood

PPV without autologous
blood

n % n %

Better 23 63.9 9 30.0

Same 7 19.4 14 46.7

Worse 6 16.7 7 23.3

Total number of cases 36 30

Significantly higher rates of visual improvement were achieved when autologous
blood was applied to the macular hole (p < 0.02) after pars plana vitrectomy (PPV).
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reported to occur in up to 76 % of the cases 2 or more years after vitrec-
tomy and instillation of long-acting gases [89].

A specific and so far unexplained complication of macular hole sur-
gery appear to be a visual field defects, particularly in the lower periphery
of the field, and in some of these cases an optic-disc pallor may also be ob-
served [90, 91]. Whether these deleterious changes are attributable to sur-
gical manipulation at the epipapillary vitreous cortex, or to the use of
long-acting gases, or indeed whether other as yet unknown factors are re-
sponsible, remains to be clarified.

Postoperative progression of stage 2 macular holes to the stage 3 or 4
condition has been reported in 20 % of the cases, as against an incidence
of 71 % of untreated eyes observed for 12 months or more [92].

The risk of a postoperative increase in intraocular pressure is usually
limited to the first two weeks after surgery. If TGF-b2 is employed as an
adjunct, then a markedly higher risk (39 %) of increasing intraocular pres-
sure is associated with the recombinant ± than with the bovine ± form [93].

Postoperative infections or immunological reactions to adjunctive
agents have not been reported, although hypopyon-development has been
reported in 8 [74] to 28 % [75] of the cases treated topically with bovine
thrombin.

Posterior-segment complications have become less frequently in re-
cent years, owing to improvements in vitreoretinal surgical techniques.
Formerly, retinal hemorrhaging was commonly observed when using macu-
lar buckling procedures [94]. Nowadays, peripheral retinal breaks and/or
rhegmatogenous detachment [95] or retinal dialysis [65] are more likely to
occur, and these conditions are usually precipitated by remote traction on
the vitreous base during aspiration of the nondetached vitreous cortex.
Reported rates of late macular hole reopening and recurrent retinal de-
tachment vary between 5 and 15 %, depending on the anatomical situation
and surgical technique used [37, 38, 40, 43, 96±98]. Reoperation using an
air tamponade, TGF-b2 or silicone oil have proved to be successful in
most cases.

Postoperative damage to the retinal pigment epithelium in the macu-
lar area [99, 100] is to be expected in eyes with large full-thickness macu-
lar holes, retinal detachment and high myopia. And a swelling as well as
mottling of this layer may persist after peeling away epimacular mem-
branes and sheets of vitreous cortex [101].
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Conclusion

A better insight into the pathogenesis of macular holes has substan-
tially influenced our surgical approach during the past 15 years. It is now
known that adherent vitreous cortex and/or epimacular membranes exert
centrifugal traction on the inner perifoveal layers. But the cause of the ad-
hesive forces which prevent posterior vitreous detachment in these pa-
tients remains to be elucidated.

Initial symptoms of the vitreomacular traction syndrome include loss
of visual acuity and metamorphopsia, and their early recognition permits
surgical removal of vitreous cortex and epimacular membranes before the
development of a full-thickness macular hole. The functional results of vi-
trectomy for impending macular holes are particularly good.

Closure of full-thickness macular holes is achieved by vitrectomy and
air or gas tamponade in a substantial number of cases. And the adjunctive
application of autologous blood, serum, transforming growth factor or a
platelet concentrate to the macular hole yields a surprisingly high rate of
visual improvement. The same holds true for similarly treated cases of ret-
inal detachment with associated macular holes, although the final visual
acuity remains at lower levels, owing to morphological changes in the ma-
cular region, in these frequently myopic and sometimes amblyopic eyes.

In general, anatomic and functional success rates justify the applica-
tion of vitreoretinal surgery in conjunction with agents known to facilitate
chorioretinal wound healing at the site of a macular hole.
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Since 1989, when Kelly and Wendel [1] published the first series of
surgically treated macular holes, comprising 52 cases, the results of macu-
lar hole surgery have improved fast and are especially good in cases oper-
ated early. Initially, this operation had an anatomical success rate of 58 %
[1]. The operative technique has remained essentially the same, but sev-
eral refinements have been introduced. Five years later the above authors
obtained an anatomic success rate of 89 % due to their increased experi-
ence on a series of 227 eyes [2]. The operation consisted of removal of the
vitreous body and posterior hyaloid, as well as any epimacular substance
present around the hole and then applying a gas tamponade for several
days. During the same period, Glaser et al. [3] used bovine extract trans-
forming growth factor-b2 (TGF-b2) in addition to vitreous surgery to try
to improve macular hole closure [3]. In 1993, they published an anatomic
success rate of 96 % and their study opened the way to further research on
biological healing adjuvants in retinal surgery [4]. As we, like many others,
were unable to reproduce the high anatomical success rate obtained by
Wendel and coworkers without the addition of any biological substance,
we have been using autologous platelet concentrate (APC) as an adjuvant
in macular hole surgery since July 1993 [5].



Patients and Methods

From July 1993 to October 1995, 77 eyes of 72 patients were operated on with autolo
gous platelets. We excluded from this series subjects with posttraumatic and highly myopic
macular holes. The mean age of patients was 65 years. There were 7 stage 2 holes, 51 stage
3 holes, 11 stage 4 holes and 8 reoperations after the failure of a first operation without
platelets. The mean duration of macular holes was 9.5 months. Fifteen of them (19 %)
lasted more than 1 year. The mean follow up period after surgery was 10 months.

Before surgery, each patient underwent a standard clinical examination that in
cluded testing visual acuity (VA) with the best optical correction measured on a decimal
chart, fluorescein angiography, and scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO) examination,
which allowed us to check for the presence of a central scotoma [6 10].

The platelet concentrate was prepared at the beginning of the operation from the
patient's blood, as follows [5]: just before the operation 16 ml of venous blood is col
lected into a syringe containing 4 ml of acid citrate dextrose formula A (ACD A) and
the two are gently mixed. The syringe containing this blood sample is then brought to
the blood bank and treated under sterile conditions. The blood is transferred into a tube
and immediately centrifuged for 15 min at room temperature (20 °C) and at 150 g. The
platelet rich plasma (PRP) devoided of red blood cells is depleted and mixed with
1/8 volume ACD A (4 ml PRP + 0,5 ml ACD A) and again centrifuged for 10 min at
room temperature (20 °C) at 1.500 g. The supernatant platelet poor plasma (PPP) is
drawn off and the packed platelets are gently mixed with 0.6 ml of isotonic sodium chlo
ride to obtain a platelet suspension devoid of agglutinates. This suspension is then
brought back to the operating room about 1 h after blood sampling.

Surgery consisted first of 3 port pars plana vitrectomy; then, for stage 3 holes, the
posterior hyaloid was detached by grasping the Weiss ring with an aspirating forceps,
and vitrectomy was completed, as near as possible to the vitreous base [11]. If an epiret
inal membrane was present around the hole, it was removed. We found such a mem
brane around the hole in only 25 % of stage 3 macular holes, but in 80 % of stage
4 holes. A complete fluid gas exchange was then performed, followed by a 10 min pause,
after which the residual fluid was aspirated. 0.1 ml of autologous platelet concentrate
was then injected over the posterior pole. Lastly, the vitreous cavity was filled with a
mixture of 17 % C2F6 and air. The patients lay on their backs for the first 12 h after sur
gery and were then asked to remain face down 20 h a day for 12 days.

To measure the platelet content of growth factors, we analyzed the remnants of
70 samples of APC used for macular hole surgery. These samples were lysed by 5 cycles
of freeze thawing and the lysates were assayed by ELISA for TGF b1 and 2, bFGF,
PDGF, and EGF. The usual controls were applied.

Results

Our autologous platelet concentrate contained a mean of 75 × 106 plate-
lets per 0.1 ml. There was a relatively small range of platelet counts, as
95 % of them ranged from 70 to 80 × 106. TGF-b1 and PDGF were the
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most abundant factors found. There was traces of TGF-b2. We found that
a sample of 0.1 ml of APC contained mean amounts of 9.88 ng of TGF-b1
(± 0.97), 0.037 ng of TGF-b2 (± 0.029), 8.93 ng of PDGF (± 0.005) and
0.081 ng of EGF (± 0.034). Only a small proportion (8 %) of TGF-b1 and
-2 was present in the active state. Only traces of PDGF were found in the
plasma-poor platelets, thus confirming that no noticeable platelet lysis oc-
curred during APC preparation [results presented at the 1997 ARVO
meeting].

The overall anatomical success rate was 93 % (72/77 cases). Anatomi-
cal success was defined as either flattening of the edge of the hole, or its
complete disappearance. The hole closed in 46 of the 48 holes of less than
6 months' duration (96 %), in 14 of the 14 holes of 7±12 months' duration
(100 %), and in 12 of the 15 holes which had been present for more than a
year (80 %). In most cases the hole completely closed and became unde-
tectable, even with a high magnification of the biomicroscope.

Postoperative best corrected visual acuity was 0.4 or more in 72 % of
the patients, compared to 5 % preoperatively. For holes of less than
6 months' duration, mean VA improved of 0.17 to 0.52. For holes of
7±12 months' duration, it improved from 0.13 to 0.37, and for holes which
had lasted for more than a year, it improved from 0.16 to 0.44.

On SLO examination of the successfully operated eyes, the eccentric
preferred locus of fixation became central in 87 % of the cases, microsco-
toma disappeared in 72 % and the line was seen to be continuous in 75 %
of the cases.

Complications which were rare, included intraoperative retinal breaks
(9 %), postoperative retinal detachment (1.6 %), transient high intraocular
pressure (53 %), visual field defects (23 %), noncontractile thin epimacular
membrane (16 %), cataract (60 % at 1 year) and late reopening of the hole
(4 %) at a mean of 15 months after vitrectomy, in most cases after cataract
extraction. None of these complications could be specifically attributed to
the use of platelets. However, in 2 cases, fibrin condensation occurred over
the macula, probably due to incorrect platelet preparation.

Discussion

A review of the literature tends to indicate that the use of healing ad-
juvants is beneficial during macular hole surgery, although no controlled
trial has yet been completed, except for TGF-b [12]. The adjunctive agents
used so far include TGF-b [3, 12], autologous serum or plasma [13±15],
Tissucol [16], and thrombin [17±19].
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In the series described here, we confirmed, on a larger sample of pa-
tients, the high anatomical and functional success rate which we had al-
ready published [5] and compares favorably with the results published by
others using different adjunctive agents.

The rationale for the use of platelets is that they contain many growth
factors, including PDGF, bFGF, TGF-b1 and -2 or EGF which are known
to promote wound healing. They have already been used for the stimula-
tion of experimental and clinical dermal healing [20±22].

In addition, some of these growth factors have been shown to stimu-
late glial cell chemotaxis and proliferation [23], and, on the other hand,
postmortem studies have shown that in some cases, localized glial prolif-
eration was sealing the hole [24±26]. PDGF, like TGF-b, might therefore
be useful to stimulate retinal healing.

However, the amount of growth factors contained in 0.1 ml of APC,
and especially TFG-b, is relatively small, compared, for instance, to the
330 ng or more of the TGF-b used by Glaser and coworkers [3, 4], but per-
haps several growth factors could act in synergy. In APC, most of the
TGF-b is in an inactive state. It is not clear whether it becomes activated
during platelet agregation.

Of course, we do not claim to have measured the concentration of
every growth factor in the platelets, and molecules other than those men-
tioned here, may also be of interest.

Since growth factors are known to promote glial cell proliferation, it is
possible that this proliferation forms a kind of glial cork sealing the hole,
and postmortem studies have indeed shown that in 4 cases reported, a lo-
calized glial proliferation sealed the hole [24±26]. Growth factors are also
known to promote glial cell chemotaxis [23], thus allowing the formation
of an epiretinal membrane, which may eventually contract and close the
hole. However, we did not observe such membrane formation developing
during the first 3 postoperative months.

The consequences of platelet administration for the retina are not yet
clear. We only observed that our success rate increased when we began to
use platelets, and that there were no serious complications such as prolif-
erative vitreoretinopathy or epiretinal membrane formation.

A randomized clinical trial is mandatory to confirm that platelets are
beneficial as an adjuvant. We have initiated such a trial in 4 centers in
France. The patients included have stage 3 and 4 idiopathic macular holes
of less than 3 years' duration. They have been divided into two groups:
those with holes of less than 1 year's duration, and between 1 and 3 years'
duration, respectively. At the end of fluid-gas exchange, patients are ran-
domly assigned to receive an autologous platelet concentrate or not. The
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main endpoints are the comparative rates of hole closure, and improve-
ment of the ETDRS visual acuity score. Secondary criteria are the quality
of hole closure, the near vision score, and functional testing, assessed by
SLO. Complications such as hypertony, visual field defects, retinal detach-
ment, and cataract are also recorded. This trial has been completed by the
first trimester of 1997.

Conclusion

We operated 77 idiopathic macular holes using autologous platelet
concentrate. The mean duration of the hole was 9.5 months. The anatomi-
cal success rate was 93 %, and postoperative visual acuity was at least 20/
50 in 72 % of the patients. Our anatomical and functional success rates
compare favorably with other results in the literature, and suggest that the
use of autologous platelet concentrate could be beneficial in macular hole
surgery. To confirm these results we have compled a randomized clinical
trial, in which more than 120 patients have been enrolled in 4 centers in
France.
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Macular holes are believed to be caused by tractional forces on the re-
tina, especially in a tangential manner, by pre-foveal vitreous, and by epi-
retinal membranes, causing a dehiscence of the retina at the macula [1].
Reduction in visual acuity occurs due to dehiscence at the umbo, loss of
retinal tissue in the hole and detachment of the neurosensory retina sur-
rounding the hole.

The goal of surgical therapy for macular holes is to achieve flattening
of the neurosensory retinal detachment around the hole, thereby improv-
ing visual acuity and diminishing symptoms of metamorphosia. Vitrect-
omy, and gas tamponade has now achieved widespread use in the manage-
ment of macular holes. First descried by Kelly and Wendel [2], vitrectomy
and gas tamponade are now often combined with other treatment modal-
ities to improve anatomic and visual results. Wound healing substances are
believed to increase the success rate of macular hole surgery by promoting
chorioretinal adhesion at the margins of the hole [3], and also possibly by
having a growth-promoting effect on photoreceptors [4]. Glaser et al. [3]
first reported the results of adjunctive therapy in the treatment of macular
holes. They found that the use of the cytokine transforming growth factor-
beta-2 (TGF-b2) enhanced the closure of macular holes [5]. Others have
used different growth-promoting substances, and pilot studies have re-
ported encouraging results using adjuncts such as serum [6], and platelets
[7].

We report the results of a prospective study of 50 eyes which under-
went vitrectomy, 16 % C3F8 gas tamponade and autologous platelet con-
centrate, for the treatment of full thickness macular holes.



Materials and Methods

We describe 50 procedures on 48 patients, 2 were reoperations for previously failed
surgery (1 previously treated with platelet concentrate, the other with SF6 gas). Patients
ranged in age from 33 to 85 years (median 69), 39 (81 %) were female and 9 (19 %) were
male. Patients were included in the study if they had a visual acuity of 6/18 or worse, no
other significant ocular disease, and had a duration of symptoms for less than 1 year.

Preoperatively, a complete ocular examination was performed, including best cor
rected Snellen visual acuity, slit lamp biomicroscopy, intraocular pressure measurement,
assessment of lens clarity, contact lens fundus examination, fundus fluorescein angio
graphy, and suprathreshold Humphrey's visual field examination. Macular holes were
staged according to the criteria outlined by Gass [1, 8], and this staging was confirmed at
surgery. There were 13 (26 %) stage 2, 27 (54 %) stage 3, and 10 (20 %) stage 4 macular
holes.

Three port trans pars plana vitrectomy was performed in each case. In stage 2 and 3
holes, the posterior hyaloid was detached and vitreous removed as far out to the periph
ery as possible. In stage 4 holes, posterior vitreous detachment was confirmed using a sili
cone tipped needle. No attempt was made to drain fluid through the macular hole, to
peel fine epiretinal membranes, or to interfere with the fovea in any way. All patients
underwent careful examination of the peripheral fundus, prior to air/fluid exchange, to
discover any induced retinal tears. After air/fluid exchange, 10 min were allowed for
fluid to drain posteriorly. This fluid was then aspirated.

The autologous platelet concentrate was prepared immediately prior to the proce
dure in the manner described by Gaudric et al. [7]. 40 ml of venous blood was taken
from the patient and gently mixed with 6 ml of acid citrate dextrose (ACD). The mixture
was centrifuged at 280 g for 15 min and the platelet rich plasma decanted. This plasma
was mixed with 1/8 volume of ACD, and further centrifuged at 1,000 g for 10 min. The
packed platelets were then mixed with 0.6 ml of sodium chloride to achieve a platelet
suspension. The preparation of platelets was performed entirely in the operating theatre.
Each patient had an injection into the vitreous cavity of 0.1 ml of autologous platelet
concentrate. 16 % C3F8 gas was then injected. Patients remained supine for 6 h post op
eratively, and postured face down for 2 4 weeks.

Postoperative assessment occurs at 1, 3 and 6 months. This includes complete ocular
examination, best corrected Snellen visual acuity, slit lamp examination, assessment of
intraocular pressure and lens clarity, contact lens fundus examination, and visual field
testing.

Results

Postoperatively, there was mild anterior chamber activity, intraocular
pressure never rose to a level higher than 30 mm Hg and resolved on med-
ical management within one week. A white `coagulum' was present over
the posterior pole, and covering the hole in most cases. This material
slowly disappeared over the subsequent 1±2 weeks.
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Cases were deemed an anatomic success if the subretinal fluid sur-
rounding the hole resolved and the retina flattened. The macular hole was
closed in 48 (96 %) of eyes. Twelve (92 %) of the stage 2 holes, 26 (96 %)
of the stage 3 holes, and 10 (100 %) of the stage 4 holes were an anatomic
success. There was no significant difference in anatomic success rate be-
tween the different stages.

Postoperative visual acuity ranged from 6/6 to 3/60. Mean postopera-
tive visual acuity (fig. 1) was significantly better than preoperative visual
acuity (p < 0.001). Sixty-three percent of patients had a final visual acuity
of 6/18 or better, and 40 % had 6/12 or better. Of successful cases, stage 2
holes are more likely than either stage 3 (p = 0.03), or stage 4 holes
(p = 0.03) to achieve a final visual acuity of 6/9 or better. Snellen visual
acuity improved by 2 lines or more in 37 (74 %) eyes, and 4 lines or more
in 20 (41 %). Visual acuity improved by 2 lines or more in 8 (61 %) of
stage 2, 21 (78 %) stage 3, and 8 (80 %) stage 4 holes (table 1).

Two procedures were reoperations for previously failed surgery. One
was successful, the other was not. Final visual acuity in the successful eye
was 6/24.

Six eyes (12 %) developed retinal tears treated intraoperatively. One
(2 %) developed retinal detachment. Significant cataracts have developed
in 20 (40 %) eyes. We experienced a number of macular abnormalities in
eyes which were an anatomic success. In 17 (34 %) eyes, a focal epithelial
pigmentary hypertrophy occurred at the site of the macular hole. Sur-
rounding this pigment spot, the hole was closed and the retina flat. Eleven

Fig. 1. Pre vs. postoperative logmar visual acuity.
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(22 %) eyes had fine radial folds emanating from the closed hole. These
tended to disappear at about 6 weeks after surgery. There was no signifi-
cant difference in visual outcome in eyes with and without a pigment spot,
but eyes without radial folds were more likely to achieve a final visual
acuity of 6/12 or better than those with radial folds (p = 0.017) (table 2).
Five (10 %) eyes developed fine epiretinal membranes. One required vi-
trectomy for removal, but none of the others caused traction on the macu-
la or distortion of vision. Sixteen (32 %) eyes have developed postopera-
tive temporal or inferotemporal visual field loss. Four of these had stage 2
holes, 9 had stage 3, and 3 had stage 4 holes.

Table 1. Visual outcome of different staged holes

Stage 6/12 or better 6/18 or better VA increase

2 lines or more 4 lines or more

n % n % n % n %

2 8 66 10 83 7 58 4 33

3 11 41 17 63 21 78 12 44

4 1 11 3 33 8 80 4 40

Stage 2 significantly more likely than stage 3 (p = 0.003) or stage 4 (p = 0.003) to
achieve 6/9.

Table 2. Visual outcome in eyes with macular abnormalities

Macular
Abnor
mality

6/12 or better 6/18 or better VA increase

2 lines or more 4 lines or more

n % n % n % n %

Pigment
spot

8 47 12 70 134 82 11 65

No pigment
spot

12 37 19 59 23 69 9 28

Radial folds 2 18 7 63 8 73 3 27

No radial
folds

18 47 24 63 29 74 17 44
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Discussion

When performing surgery for macular holes, the aim is to achieve flat-
tening of the neurosensory retinal detachment surrounding the hole, lead-
ing to visual improvement. As the macula is a vision-sensitive area, it is
important to achieve this flattening with minimal damage to retinal tissue.
Kelly and Wendel (2) first described vitrectomy, gas tamponade, and post-
operative posturing for the treatment of macular holes. Some advocate the
aggressive peeling of fine epiretinal membranes and/or the internal limit-
ing membrane (ILM) during this procedure. We avoid such contact with
the macula, and we peel ERMs only if clearly visible or causing traction.
We achieved a high anatomic success rate despite avoiding foveal manipu-
lation.

There have been suggestions [9] that longer gas tamponade may be as-
sociated with a higher success rate. We use C3F8 gas, and ask patients to
posture for 2±4 weeks. Each patient receives an information leaflet pre-op-
eratively, and the importance of posturing is reiterated during their inpa-
tient stay and after discharge.

Adjunctive therapy was introduced to the surgical management of ma-
cular holes by Glaser and coworkers [4], in an attempt to improve the ana-
tomic and visual outcome. The cytokine TGF-b2 has been shown to induce
chorioretinal adhesion of the margins of a retinal tear in an animal model
[10]. Used in the treatment of macular holes, the cytokine induces chorio-
retinal adhesion at the margins of the hole, increasing the anatomic suc-
cess and thereby improving visual outcome. It has also been suggested [4]
that TGF-b2 has a growth-promoting effect on the photoreceptors of the
macula improving the visual result. Other sources of cytokines such as ser-
um [6] and platelets [7] have been used with success in the treatment of
macular holes.

We attained an anatomic success rate of 96 %. In Kelly and Wendel's
initial study, an anatomic success rate of 58 % was reported. This had im-
proved to 90 % in a larger series of patients [11]. Glaser et al. [3] achieved
100 % success rate using 1,330 ng of TGF-b2. Liggett et al. [6] found
100 % anatomic success in 11 eyes treated with autologous human serum.
Gaudric et al. [7] reported 95 % anatomic success in 20 eyes treated with
autologous platelet concentrate, and Korobelnik et al. [12] reported
87.5 % hole closure in 11 eyes also using autologous platelet concentrate.
Our study with 50 eyes seems to support a high success rate with autolo-
gous platelet concentrate.

In this study, 74 % of patients had an improvement in visual acuity of
2 lines or more. Most authors have used the two-line criterion as a mea-
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sure of visual success. In Kelly and Wendel's [2] initial study, 42 % of cases
were a visual success. This improved to 55 % in their follow-up study [11].
Glaser's group [3] achieved 85 % visual success using TGF-b2. Fine [13]
suggested an arbitrary figure of 6/12 as a target for the successful treat-
ment of macular holes, and it is perhaps actual visual acuity which is more
important than lines of improvement. In this study, 40 % of patients had a
final visual acuity of 6/12 or better, and 63 % had visual acuity of 6/18 or
better.

Platelets are a rich source of cytokines [14], and this property has
been exploited to promote wound healing [15]. Platelets are believed to
enhance the surgical success of macular hole treatment by releasing cyto-
kines which stimulate chorioretinal adhesion at the margin of the macular
hole. We inject 0.1 ml of a platelet solution containing 106 platelets per ml
into the eye. For the following 1±2 weeks, most patients have the appear-
ance of a white `coagulum' over the posterior pole. This may be merely
clumping of the platelets, or the material may contain some of the clotting
factors, for example fibrin. Others working with platelets have also noted
this appearance [Gaudric, pers. commun.]. This white material may have a
beneficial effect by enhancing closure of the macular hole by mechanical
means, perhaps providing a scaffold for cell proliferation, but it is also pos-
sible that it has a deleterious effect on the retinal tissue. A number of
eyes, despite having successfully closed holes, had one of a variety of ma-
cular abnormalities. Seventeen have focal retinal pigment hypertrophy at
the site of the macular hole, occurring about 6 weeks postoperatively. Sur-
rounding this pigment spot, the macular hole was closed, with no edge visi-
ble. The presence of a pigment spot did not appear to effect visual out-
come as there was no significant difference in visual outcome between
eyes with and without this pigment abnormality (p = 0.5). We noted radial
striae emanating from the closed macular hole in 11 eyes postoperatively.
They present 4±6 weeks postoperatively and then gradually disappear. The
retina remains thickened at the fovea for several weeks postoperatively in
some eyes in which the macular hole has closed and these striae may re-
present the effects of centripetal contraction on hole closure. Radial striae
in the retina have been reported to be present in some macular holes pre-
operatively and their presence has been correlated with a better visual
outcome [16]. We found that eyes without radial folds were significantly
more likely to achieve a final visual acuity of 6/12 or better than those
with radial folds (p = 0.017).

We have experienced a number of complications similar to those re-
ported by others [17, 18]. Significant cataracts have developed in 20 eyes.
Six eyes developed retinal tears, treated intraoperatively, and one had a
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retinal detachment. In 1 patient a previously closed macular hole re-
opened. A second procedure was undertaken and this was successful. Six-
teen eyes have been found to have temporal or inferotemporal visual field
defects. This phenomenon has recently been described in association with
macular hole surgery [19±21], but the incidence has not been documented
previously. A number of factors may be responsible and it has been sug-
gested that it is due to trauma to the optic nerve during posterior hyaloid
stripping. However, in our series 3 eyes with field loss did not require this
procedure (i. e. were stage 4 holes). The exact aetiology of this visual field
loss is still unclear. Pendergast and McCuen [21] have suggested a number
of possible causes including nocturnal hypotension, ocular compression
due to face down posturing, elevated intraocular pressure postoperatively,
and retinal toxicity due to the intraocular gas bubble. It has also been sug-
gested [19] that direct trauma to the optic nerve may result from vigorous
fluid aspiration near the optic disc. We perform fluid aspiration using a si-
licone-tipped cannula, so such trauma is unlikely.

We have had no case of surgical endophthalmitis but infection is an
obvious concern when injecting any substance into the vitreous cavity. To
avoid this devastating complication, we prepare our platelet concentrate
under sterile conditions within the operating theatre. We avoid transport
of the blood products to and from laboratories, thus reducing the risk of
bacterial and viral contamination.

We are encouraged by our high rate of anatomic and visual success in
the treatment of macular holes using vitrectomy, gas tamponade, and auto-
logous platelet concentrate. Most patients experience visual improvement,
some achieving visual acuities of 6/9 or even 6/6. The decision of when,
and if, to operate is still not clear [22, 23], but a recent study [24] has
shown that bilateral visual function does improve following macular hole
surgery, especially if vision in the fellow eye is subnormal. This study sup-
ports the effectiveness of platelet concentrate as adjunctive therapy, but
has the limitations of not being a controlled trial. One of the main difficul-
ties for patients is the prolonged posturing, and our efforts are now direct-
ed to reduce the length of time required to posture while maintaining a
high success rate.
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First reported in 1881 [1], Terson's syndrome is characterized by vit-
reous hemorrhage secondary to subarachnoid or subdural hemorrhage [2±
4]. It is bilateral in more than half of the cases [5]. In approximately one-
third of these eyes, an accumulation of blood (`hemorrhagic macular cyst,
HMC', see below) may also be found [6]. Persistence of a dense preretinal
or intraretinal hemorrhage at the fovea can be detrimental [7, 8].

Vitrectomy allows prompt HMC removal. We present our experience
with removal of 13 such cysts. Based on the excellent visual recovery in adult
eyes and the lack of complications during long-term follow-up, we confirm
our earlier suggestion [6] that intentional removal of the macular internal
limiting membrane (ILM) to treat traction maculopathies is reasonable.

Subjects and Methods

Thirty three eyes of 27 patients with Terson's syndrome underwent standard vitrect
omy between December 1978 and April 1996. All epiretinal membranes and HMCs
were removed completely. The single exception was the first patient, an infant with bilat
eral cysts. While the HMC was removed from the right eye, the HMC in the fellow eye
was left intact initially.

The removed cyst wall from case 2 was placed in 10% buffered formalin and sub
mitted for histologic examination. 7 lm thick sections were prepared from a paraffin
block, stained (hematoxylin eosin), and evaluated by light microscopy. A portion of the
aspirate from the macular cyst in case 5 was stained (May Grunwald Giemsa) and then
benzidine peroxidase reaction was performed. A separate portion of this specimen un
derwent polarization microscopic examination following toluidine blue and picrosirius



staining [9, 10]. Immunohistochemical (polyclonal acidic glial fibrillar protein antibody)
reaction was also performed [11]. Transmission electron microscopy was performed on
the specimen from case 8.

Results

A HMC (fig. 1, 2) was found in 13 of the 33 eyes (39%). One patient
had bilateral cysts. Four of the 12 patients were children. Most eyes under-
went vitrectomy at ≤ 3 months after the occurrence of the hemorrhage
with the cyst still containing blood remnants. In the 2 eyes with vitrectomy
at 15 and 23 months (cases 2 and 6), both cysts had collapsed, and the
blood had completely resolved. The anterior cyst wall, appearing as a
loose epimacular membrane, remained visible in both eyes.

Two types of HMCs were found. In 9 eyes, the HMC was beneath the
ILM (submembranous HMC). Removal of the ILM in was confirmed
clinically, histologically (case 2), and electron microscopically (case 8) by
several independent observers (fig. 3, 6).

In 3 eyes, although it appeared during vitrectomy that the HMC had
an anterior wall behind the detached posterior vitreous face, no mem-
brane was encountered. In these eyes with preretinal HMC, simple aspira-
tion was sufficient to restore normal macular anatomy. Demonstrating
glial or collagen membranes, or basement membrane material in the speci-
men from case 5 was unsuccessful.

Table 1 summarizes the clinical data on the 13 eyes with HMC. In the
9 eyes with submembranous HMC, the average follow-up was 27 months.
Of the 6 adult eyes with macular ILM removal, 5 (83%) reached and
maintained ≥ 20/25 visual acuity. One eye sustained a retinal detachment
involving the macula; the retina was subsequently reattached, but visual
improvement was limited. Cataract developed in 2 eyes. In children, visual
acuity measurement was difficult, impossible, or influenced by amblyopia
or brain damage, but clinically obvious maculopathy was not observed.

Biomicroscopic examination at various times during the follow-up pe-
riod of eyes with submembranous HMC was performed by several inde-
pendent observers. They repeatedly confirmed the presence of scrolled
residual edges of the partially excised ILM and the absence of the usual
retinal sheen in the cyst bed. Loss of the normal macular sheen is evident
when the cyst bed is compared to the extramacular retinal (ILM) reflex in
the same eye or to the macular appearance in the fellow eye in (fig. 5a, b).
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Comment

Most cases of vitreous hemorrhage do not require surgery because of
spontaneous resorbtion. Individuals with Terson's syndrome, however, are
mostly young with a usually healthy vitreous gel that slows clearing [12].
The hemorrhage has been reported to persist after as long as 6 years [13].
Vitrectomy cannot only prevent blood-related secondary complications, it
is also able to achieve rapid visual rehabilitation in these often desperate
patients [5, 6]. As a low-risk procedure, vitrectomy is a reasonable alterna-
tive to observation in nonclearing vitreous hemorrhages in adults who can
give informed consent. Surgery should be indicated as early as possible in
infants to prevent deep amblyopia.

Numerous publications have reported on the accumulation of blood in
the macular area in Terson's syndrome [4, 5, 14±27]. It is not uncommon
to see a retinal fold [28] around the border of the blood. HMCs have been
referred to as subretinal swelling [23], intraretinal or preretinal hemor-
rhage [24±26], subhyaloid hemorrhage [15, 21], macular hematoma [19],
mushroom-like white glistening tumor [17], and retinoschisis [20].

Careful analysis of the published case reports reveals that most arti-
cles fail to accurately localize the position of the blood with respect to the
retinal [15±17, 19, 21, 23±26, 29]. Misclassification of the ILM is surpris-
ingly frequent: since this structure is part of the retina, a hemorrhage lo-
cated beneath the membrane obviously cannot be called `preretinal' [30].

Based on the blood's relation to the ILM, two types of HMCs can be
distinguished. A HMC is preretinal if the blood is located anterior to all
layers of the retina, and submembranous if the blood pooled beneath the
ILM (fig. 2). The anterior cyst wall may initially be formed by the posterior
hyaloid face and later by proliferation. This newly formed membrane is
sometimes still present even if blood from the cyst has cleared [4]. In rare
instances, there is no visible or exciseable anterior cyst wall. It is likely that
in such cases the degenerated red blood cells `stick' together; their walls are
known to have a strong tendency to adhere to each other [31].

Fig. 1. Typical appearance of a fresh submembranous hemorrhagic macular
cyst seen in Terson's syndrome. Note the round shape of the lesion and the striae
showing stress on the internal limiting membrane.

Fig. 2. Case 1, right eye. Intraoperative view of cyst edge. Linear reflection of
fiberoptic light on convex cyst surface.

Fig. 3. Hematoxilin eosin stain of anterior cyst wall (case 2). Thick, scrolled,
well formed basement membrane consistent with retinal internal limitin membrane.
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The term `hemorrhagic macular cyst' is proposed based on the clinical
and echographic appearance of these characteristic macular lesions. On ul-
trasonography, the careful observer may notice a nonmobile, convex, fluid-
containing mass in front of the macula. The mass is clearly distinguishable
from the blood-stained vitreous. During surgery, the surgeon finds a cyst-
like lesion overlying the retina and obscuring the macula. The appearance
of the cyst depends on the duration of the lesion. For a few weeks after
the bleeding, one usually finds that the cyst contains red blood. With time,
the contents' color changes to white or yellow as the blood degenerates.
Finally, with absorption or leakage of the cyst's contents, the anterior wall
may collapse and appear as a loose epiretinal membrane. We therefore
think that `cyst' defined as similar to a bladder (`an abnormal sac contain-
ing gas, fluid, or semisolid material') or to a vesicle (`any hollow struc-
ture. . . containing a serous fluid') [32] is an appropriate term. Though the
lesion may give the appearance of a hematoma when it is fresh, in most
cases breakdown of the blood has already occurred by the time the sur-
geon actually observes it. At this stage the color of the cyst is neither red
nor blue, therefore the term `hematoma' may be misleading.

Though detachment of the ILM has been stated as probably uncom-
mon in Terson's syndrome [4], several cases of submembranous HMC
have been reported [15, 19, 21, 25±27], and were more prevalent than pre-
retinal HMCs in this series. Blood pooling beneath the ILM in the poster-
ior pole is facilitated by the fact that the ILM thickens here and its attach-
ment plaques to the retina disappear; the extravasated blood is under
tension, leading to the typical dome shape of the lesion [33]. It is likely
that the `epimacular proliferation', described in the literature in many eyes
after clearing of the vitreous hemorrhage, is not a new membrane but re-
presents the anterior wall of a collapsed submembranous HMC, as seen in
the left eye of case 1. Whether a hemorrhage will hydrodissect the ILM
and result in a submembranous cyst, or will (immediately or subsequently)
break through the ILM and/or posterior hyaloid face, is determined by,
among other factors, the extravasatum's pressure and the resistance of the
ILM [15, 16, 34]. We have observed 1 patient in whom blood from a HMC

Fig. 4. High magnification view of specimen in figure 2.
Fig. 5. a Case 2, fundus photograph 65 months after removal of internal limit

ing membrane. Visual acuity is 20/25. Note dull macular reflex and persistent inter
nal limiting membrane edge scrolled over 12 o'clock arterial bifurcation (arrow).
b Case 2, fundus photograph of fellow eye. Normal, smooth macula with healthy
ILM reflex in this 21 year old male.
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broke into the previously clear vitreous a few days after the cerebrovascu-
lar incident.

To allow for early rehabilitation of macular function and to prevent
blood-related complications, we advocate complete cyst removal, i. e. con-
tents and anterior wall, regardless of cyst type.

Inadvertent ILM removal during epimacular proliferation surgery is
fairly common [35, 36]. The literature is controversial as to whether loss of
the foveal ILM permits good visual recovery. While most authors reported
excellent visual improvement despite partial ILM removal [36, 37], a re-
cent study found a significant difference in visual outcome between two
groups of eyes undergoing surgery for epimacular proliferation. Of 11 eyes
whose removed specimen contained ILM, none achieved > 20/60 final vi-
sion, versus 41% of eyes with retained ILM [38].

Fig. 6. Electron micrograph of the removed specimen from case 8. Smooth
vitreal surface (against a fibrocyte) of the contiguous internal limiting membrane
(arrows), as opposed to the irregular retinal surface (against macrophages).
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As reported in 1993 [6], we found that spontaneous detachment and
subsequent surgical excision of the entire macular ILM did not interfere
with excellent visual recovery and was not associated with clinical signifi-
cant reparative proliferation during long-term follow-up. We also con-
cluded that as a result of this finding, `similar atraumatic mechanical strip-
ping of the ILM during vitrectomy in certain cases of traction
maculopathy might be more logically endorsed'.

Surgery to close macular holes, a previously untreatable condition, is
now widely accepted. Various techniques are used to relieve anterioposte-
rior and tangential traction, and removal of the frequently wrinkled ILM

Table 1. Selected clinical data of 13 eyes with hemorrhagic macular cyst

Case, eye
(age)

Time to
PPV

Follow up Preopera
tive visual
acuity

Final visual
acuity

Comments

1 R (< 1) 1 96 NP 20/60 SDH; HMC/SM
1 L (< 1) 1 96 NP 20/400 HMC/SM
2 R (21) 15 65 HM 20/25 SDH; HMC/SM
3 L (< 1) 2 10 P NP SDH; HMC/SM
4 R (47) 3 13 CF 20/25 HMC/PR
5 R (36) 3 8 HM 20/20 HMC/SM
6 L (5) 23 27 20/400 20/200 SDH; HMC/PR;

amblyopia
7 L (54) 1 8 HM 20/20 HMC /PR;

cataract
8 L (32) 3 6 20/200 to 20/20 HMC/SM

20/601

9 L (34) 4 1 HM 20/20 HMC/SM
10 L (48) 3 6 LP 6/200 HMC/SM; RD,

cataract
11 R (< 1) 1 6 NP NP HMC/PR; SDH
12 R 24 3 5 HM 20/20 SDH; HMC/SM

PPV = Pars plana vitrectomy; R = right eye; NP = not possible; SDH = subdural
hemorrhage; HMC = emorrhagic macular cyst; SM = submembranous; L = left eye;
HM = hand motion; CF = count fingers; PR = preretinal; LP = light perception;
RD = retinal detachment. The intracranial hemorrhage subarachnoid unless indi
cated differently.

1 Depending on how much `peephole' vision the mobile vitreous hemorrhage
permitted.
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is certainly a reasonable option. It is especially effective in reoperation
after an initially unsuccessful hole closure surgery [39].

Removal of the still adherent ILM is a surgical maneuver that re-
quires experience. For years we have used a technique we call `ILM macu-
lorhexis' (rhexis: breaking forth; bursting; the rupture of an organ; capsu-
lorhexis: a method of creating a smooth-edged, continuous tear capsu-
lotomy [40]). Following careful incision of the ILM by a bent microvitreo-
retinal blade in a selected macular quadrant, the flap is grasped by an end-
gripping forceps, and the membrane is slowly torn in a circular motion
concentric with the fovea. Vertical scissors may also be used for lifting
and/or intermittent cutting. If necessary, the ILM is excised by retina-par-
allel scissors if the ILM does not spontaneously release from the fovea. As
an alternative to peeling across the fovea, we feel that maculorhexis as-
sures minimum foveal traction. Our yet unpublished results with ILM ma-
culorhexis in macular hole surgery are encouraging. In a consecutive series
of 32 eyes with idiopathic holes of ≤ 2 years of duration, a 97% closure
rate was achieved; no significant intraoperative complication was seen.
The vision improved ≥ 2 Snellen lines in 91% of eyes, and 41% of eyes
reached ≥ 20/40 vision at last follow-up.

Conclusion

Although most patients with Terson's syndrome require no surgical in-
tervention, vitrectomy is a safe and effective alternative to observation, of-
fering immediate visual rehabilitation. If a HMC is encountered, its com-
plete removal is recommended, regardless of cyst type. Our results show
that removal of the macular ILM seems neither to initiate clinically signifi-
cant proliferation nor to prevent excellent and stable visual recovery.

These findings have important implications for other macular disor-
ders related to traction. Frequently, the ILM has been colonized by con-
tractile cells which use the ILM as a scaffold, producing foveal traction.
Although not an easy surgical maneuver, removal of the ILM rarely leads
to complications and may be necessary for adequate release of foveal trac-
tion. Macular hole surgery appears to be the most important indication for
intentionally excising the ILM to relieve tangential traction and to prevent
reopening of the hole. Results, reported at recent scientific meetings by
various authors, are encouraging, and we recommend the technique we
call `ILM maculorhexis'.
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In selected cases a radical removal of the posterior vitreous cortex in-
creases the possibility of successful surgery and lowers the risk of post-
operative proliferative complications [1]. The present report focuses on
3 cases, from a series of 16, of unexplained postoperative visual impair-
ment, after vitrectomy with removal of the posterior vitreous cortex; the
patients complained of a dramatic postoperative decrease of visual acuity,
with peripheral visual field defects, confirmed on VF testing. No recovery
followed after a minimum follow-up of 12 months. In an attempt to deter-
mine the retinal dysfunction site(s) in these patients (i. e. those with unex-
plained visual loss after surgery, see above), macular and full-field ERGs
were recorded in response to sinusoidally flickering light (flicker ERGs).
It has previously been shown that fundamental and second harmonic com-
ponents of the 8-Hz flicker ERG [2] are dominated by the activity of dis-
tal and proximal retinal layers, respectively. Results suggested that the in-
ner retina was the major dysfunction site responsible for visual loss.

Patients and Methods

In a retrospective study we selected the medical records of 16 patients (9 males,
7 females, mean age 49.25 ± 7.23 years) operated on with a standard pars plana vitrect
omy and posterior vitreous cortex removal for different patologies between January 1993
and December 1995. The selected patients had seven idiopathic macular holes, five cello
phane maculopathies with progressive visual reduction, and four double perforating inju
ries with attached retina. In all cases, after the removal of a first layer of vitreous cortex
by means of a silicone tipped cannula, a second layer of epiretinal tissue has been en



gaged and removed; a complete fluid air exchange was then performed in all patients.
Three of the 16 patients, 1 for each diagnostic group (2 females, 1 male, mean age
56.33 ± 9.86 years), complained of an abrupt, remarkable, postoperative visual acuity de
crease (mean VA decrease 0.23 ± 0.23) with narrowing of the visual field, followed by op
tic disk whitening. Major visual outcome measures included visual acuity, pre and post
operative biomicroscopy, perimetry and SLO microperimetry [3, 4].

The preoperative mean macular sensitivity and VA were not statistically different in
the patients with postoperative complications in comparison with the control group (pa
tients without complications); mean macular sensitivity (study group: 8.15 ± 8.30 dB, con
trol group: 7.44 ± 1.80 dB; t = 0.66, p = 0.51), VA (study group: 0.3 ± 0.07, control group:
0.28 ± 0.2; t = 0.164, p = 0.87). The objective assessment of visual function after surgery
was performed by means of a flicker ERG with Fourier analysis of the responses [2, 5 7].

Results

Common alterations in all cases were (1) narrowing of the peripheral
isopters of the visual field (fig. 1); (2) decrease of macular sensitivity as-
sessed with SLO microperimetry (fig. 2); (3) late optic disk whitening
(fig. 1) in some cases associated with late narrowing of retinal arterioles.

Fig. 1. Patient 2 (thick macular cellophane). Left: Preoperatively, the visual
field revealed no damages and the optic disk has a normal appearance. Right:
6 months postoperatively, the visual field shows narrowing of peripheral isopters
and the optic disk is pale, with marked reduction of neural rim.
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The histological study, performed on 11 patients in the series, revealed the
presence of the ILM in specimens of epiretinal tissue in 7 eyes, including 2
of the 3 cases with visual deficit. F-ERG analysis showed all layers of the
retina to be damaged (fig. 3) in the patient with perforating injury (No. 3),
whereas in the 2 remaining patients (No. 1, 2), with thick and taut epiret-
inal membrane and with the macular hole, only the inner retinal layers
were damaged (fig. 4). The electrophysiological findings of an all-layer ret-
inal damage in patient 3 is consistent with the intense macular edema that
occured intraoperatively during the removal of the vitreous cortex. A ma-
cular edema occurred in all patients in whom a second layer of epiretinal
tissue was removed from the macular region, but the entity of this edema
was different in the other 2 patients. Although in patient 3 both fundamen-
tal and second harmonics were reduced in amplitude as compared to the
control values, second harmonic losses were significantly greater than
those of the fundamental. In the remaining 2 patients, the fundamental
flicker ERG component was normal in amplitude, whereas the second har-
monic was profoundly depressed. Taken together, these data support the
hypothesis that the proximal retina is the major dysfunction site responsi-
ble for postoperative visual loss in this patients.

Fig. 2. Patient 2. Left: Preoperative SLO microperimetry shows a slight reduc
tion in the macular sensitivity with a small paracentral scotoma. Right: 3 months
postoperatively SLO microperimetry revealed an enlargment of the central scoto
ma, with further reduction of retinal sensitivity in the surrounding area.
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Fig. 3. Patient 3.
Postoperative (6 months)
flicker ERG, reduction in
the amplitude of I and II
armonic components.

Fig. 4. Patients 1
and 2.
Postoperative (6 months)
flicker ERG, marked re
duction in the amplitude
of II armonic component.



Discussion

The electrophysiological study of retinal function taken layer by layer
allowed us to detect the most common site of postoperative damage in the
inner retinal layers. This finding, with the postoperative narrowing and
sheathing of retinal arterioles, is consistent with ischemic alterations of the
inner retinal circulation, as hypothesized by other researchers [8, 9]. We
think that the region between the macula and the optic disk is a risk area
for the removal of the vitreous cortex (fig. 5). In predisposed subjects, with
stronger viteoretinal adhesions in this area, tractions caused by the surgi-
cal maneveurs can damage the inner retinal layers and/or the retinal arter-
ioles. Further removal of the vitreous cortex, if needed (i. e. macular hole
with PVC adherent to the edge of the hole), should be limited only to the
perilesional area.

In our series, the preoperative evaluation of the visual function was
limited to the assessment of visual acuity and macular sensitivity; unfortu-
nately, the electrophysiological tests were only performed postoperatively.
Since we have found, after vitrectomy with removal of a further layer of
posterior vitreous cortex, similar but less severe alterations in several sub-
jects of a wider unpublished series, we think that a prospectic study, with

macular region.
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preoperative electrophysiological evaluation and, eventually, OCT imaging
of the macular region [10, 11] is needed to help in the preoperative detec-
tion of patients with stronger vitreoretinal adhesions, at risk of this kind of
complications.
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Epiretinal macular membranes (ERMMs) may cause cellophane ma-
culopathy or surface-wrinkling retinopathy when the membranes are thin
and only the inner retina is affected, and macular pucker when the mem-
branes are thick and full thickness retinal folds are created. The main com-
ponents of ERMMs are glial cells, retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells,
extensions of MuÈ ller cell processes, fibroblasts, myofibroblasts, macro-
phages and collagen fibers.

Epiretinal membranes are regarded as an extended scar tissue on the
retinal surface representing overstimulated wound healing of an injured
retina. In order to challenge this theory we undertook a series of experi-
ments.

In the first series of experiments we inflicted full thickness retinal
wounds just inferior to the optic disk and medullary rays of the rabbit's
eye. Within 3 weeks these wounds healed, attracting macrophages during
the first week of healing and eventually creating a very limited scar tissue
at the surface of the retina. The scar tissue consisted of MuÈ ller cell exten-
sions and fibroblasts.

In the next series of experiments we created a larger break in the rab-
bit retina by carefully peeling a piece of neuroretina off the RPE. These
large wounds never healed and the RPE layer remained as a monolayer.
There was no RPE proliferation outside the retinal holes, and no epiret-
inal membranes were observed anywhere on the surface of the retina.

Injection of red blood cells (RBCs) into the vitreous cavity of a rabbit
eye created within a week typical microscopic breaks in the internal limit-
ing membrane (ILM) through which MuÈ ller cell extensions grew out to



the vitreoretinal interface, surrounded at the beginning by a large number
of macrophages proliferating and eventually creating a thick epiretinal
membrane which contracted and threw the retina into full-thickness ret-
inal folds.

This experiment suggests that a retinal wound is not enough to induce
epiretinal membranes and that a most important factor in this induction is
the inflammatory response at the vitreoretinal junction initiated in our ex-
periment by the injection of RBCs into the vitreous cavity.

In another series of experiments we measured the protein level in the
vitreous of the rabbit eye following injection of deactivated horse serum,
trying to correlate the protein level with the morphological changes at the
vitreoretinal interface. On the first day following injection the protein lev-
el was naturally very high. This level diminished within 1 week, yet at
4 weeks it again, spontaneously, reached high levels in the vitreous. At the
same time (4 weeks after horse serum injection) typical epiretinal mem-
branes appeared at the vitreoretinal junction pulling on the retina and
eventually causing retinal detachment.

We thus believe that biochemical changes in the vitreous precede
morphological changes at the retinal surface and that the cascade of
events starts with the reactive inflammation induced here by the horse se-
rum, leading within a few weeks to blood-ocular barrier breakdown, leak-
age of blood proteins into the vitreous, and epiretinal membrane growth
following this leakage.

Based on these series of experiments we stress the importance of the
inflammatory response in the vitreous cavity in the pathogenesis of epiret-
inal membranes. A retinal injury is necessary, yet an inflammatory re-
sponse has to follow for the glial cells of the retina to emerge and to grow
into thick epiretinal membrane once they reach the retinal surface.

Clinically, thick ERMMs may appear following the rhegmatogenous
retinal detachment surgery. They are composed mainly of RPE cells that
reach the retinal surface via the retinal holes. Thin idiopathic membranes,
on the other hand, are composed mainly of glial cells, reaching the surface
of the retina via ILM breaks; they also contain some RPE cells originating
from transformation or transretinal migration. Most membranes, however,
are mixed.

The most important events that may initiate epiretinal membrane
growth are retinal breaks, treatment of retinal breaks, trauma, retinal vas-
cular diseases, intraocular inflammation, and vitreous hemorrhage. Often,
however, these membranes are idiopathic.

ERMMs after retinal detachment surgery are, in fact, a localized form
of proliferative vitreoretinopathy. RPE cell proliferation stimulates glial
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migration and proliferation, followed by membrane contraction and col-
lagen secretion.

Biochemical substances that probably promote epiretinal membrane
growth once they reach the vitreoretinal junction are vitronectin, cellular
adhesion molecules, and fibronectin. Macrophages play an important role
in the pathogenesis of these membranes by their capability of intercellular
regulation.

Most patients with macular puckers are suffering from mild and non-
progressive symptoms. In such patients treatment is not indicated; yet
when significant symptoms appear and visual acuity deteriorates, surgical
treatment including pars plana vitrectomy and membrane peeling is neces-
sary. As the membranes are often multilayered, sequential peeling to pre-
vent residual membranes is important.

The most important complications following surgery are accelerated
nuclear sclerosis, peripheral retinal breaks, recurrence of membranes, and
posterior retinal breaks.

The main prognostic indicators are the preoperative visual acuity and
the duration of symptoms.

As not much improvement is achieved when preoperative visual
acuity is relatively good and as complications may follow surgery, we re-
commend to wait for substantial symptoms and to operate only when vis-
ual acuity drops below 6/20 accompanied by metamorphopsia.

Prof. Benjamin Miller, Department of Ophthalmology Technion
45 Ivory Coast St., Haifa (Israel)
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A number of chronic ophthalmological diseases need long-term ther-
apy. When administered systemically therapeutica show systemic side ef-
fects. However, intraocular drug concentrations are limited by tight junc-
tions between retinal pigmented epithelial cells and between the endothe-
lial cells of retinal capillaries [1].

Topical administration is hindered by barriers of cornea, lens and aq-
ueous turnover, because intraocular drug concentration does not reach
therapeutical effects. Intraocular injections as long-term treatment is not
appropriate because of its risk of endophthalmitis and retinal detachment.
It can also lead to cataract formation and macular edema [2].

In our clinic a study was performed treating cytomegalovirus-retinitis
in AIDS locally with an intraocular implanted ganciclovir sustained-re-
lease device.

Patients and Methods

In our clinic 34 HIV positive patients with CMV retinitis received 54 ganciclovir im
plants. 19 patients were involved unilateral, 15 bilateral. Extraocular CMV manifestation
must not be present since systemic treatment is to be discontinued from the day of op
eration. Furthermore, patients were included into the study only, if ganciclovir showed to
be effect during initial systemic treatment and led to scarring of the lesion. All patients
were treated systemically when newly diagnosed with either ganciclovir or foscarnet.

Before surgery a full systemic evaluation is performed by the physician. At the day
of operation patients come as out patients and undergo a complete ophthalmologic eva
luation that include determination of best corrected visual acuity, slit lamp biomicro



scopy and binocular indirect fundoscopy. All involved areas are photodocumented. If
there is monocular involvement systemic therapy is discontinued at the day of operation,
if both eyes are involved systemic treatment continues until the operation day of the sec
ond eye.

Operation time takes about 20 min. It is performed under local anesthesia.
After routine facial and retrobulbar block a conjunctival incision is made in the

superiotemporal quadrant at the limbus. Hemostasis is achieved using diathermy. Next
the intraocular device is prepared by trimming the base of the anchoring strut of the de
vice. A 8.0 nylon suture is passed through the strut. Now a micro vitreoretinal blade is
used to enter the sclera 4 mm from the limbus at the length of 6 mm circumferentially.
Using an automated vitrectomy device any prolapsed vitreous is excised. The device is
then grasped with smooth bladed foreceps and inserted into the eye; now the pellet is
tight to either side of the sclera incision. It is closed by a running 8.0 nylon suture, then
the conjunctiva adaptation follows [17]. Postoperatively no severe complications were
noted. All patients complained about transient blurred vision due to iatrogenic astigma
tism of 1.0 dptr on average (4.25 0) and postoperative anterior chamber cells, but these
changes were self limiting. In 18 cases we found mild vitreous hemorrhage, in 4 of these
visual acuity dropped to hand movement. In one of these patients surgery was inevitable
because hemorrhage developed due to a retinal detachment. However, this patient un
derwent vitrectomy before because of retinal detachment. Re vitrectomy was performed
with silicone oil injection. In all other cases visual acuity improved spontaneously. In
35 eyes there was no difference in visual acuity 4 weeks postoperatively compared to
preoperative findings. In 8 cases it had improved by 1.4 lines and in 7 cases it was
2.3 lines below the preoperative results. In 4 patients visual acuity could not be done.

In all patients the intraocular device showed to be effective in preventing further
progression of CMV retinitis. Since the time when CMV retinitis was first diagnosed pa
tients remained relapse free for 15.1 months (1 31). In 3 cases we observed reactivation
of retinitis 9.3 months (4 13) after surgery. In one patient resistance to ganciclovir was
suspected, in the other eyes it was due to an empty device. These 2 patients received a
second pellet in the superionasal quadrant. The first device was not removed. No addi
tional systemic treatment was needed to stop further progression of retinitis. The third
patient was treated with foscarnet systemically.

In 6 patients (18%) an extraocular CMV infection developed. In 5 cases the gastro
intestinal tract was involved, in 1 case combined with skin lesions. A CMV pneumonitis
was observed once. These patients needed systemic treatment to resolve the symptoms.
In 6 eyes of 19 patients with primarily unilateral involvement CMV retinitis was diag
nosed in the fellow eye. Without complications a pellet was also implanted in the contra
lateral eye and retinitis resolved.

Discussion

Multiple ocular diseases like CMV retinitis or uveitis need long-term
treatment. Topical administration does not achieve intraocular therapeutic
drug concentration because of insufficient penetration, so that systemic
treatment is required. Systemic side effects, however, limit their use. For
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example, treatment of CMV retinitis with ganciclovir leads to low granulo-
cyte cell counts in an already immunosuppressed patient [3, 4]. Local ther-
apy by intraocular injections provides sufficient intraocular drug concentra-
tion after injection, decreasing, however, until the next injection to very low.

To improve local therapy of CMV retinitis an intravitreal implantable
device was developed, releasing ganciclovir slowly into the vitreous cavitiy.
As proved in other studies it is effective in preventing further progression
of retinitis and in prolonging the relapse free interval [5±8]. In our investi-
gation, patients with an implant have so far shown no reactivation of reti-
nitis within 15.1 months after diagnosis on average. This is probably due to
linear drug release into the vitreous without great fluctuation of drug lev-
els.

Severe complications were not observed. The iatrogen-induced astig-
matism resolved spontaneously within 4 weeks after surgery. Endophthal-
mitis as described by other authors after pellet implantation did not occur
[6±8]. One retinal detachment was diagnosed postoperatively. The risk for
retinal detachment is not higher in patients treated with an implant than
with systemic administration [8]. Unfortunately, CMV causes a systemic
infection and it is not restricted to the eye in all cases. In 6 cases, extraocu-
lar infections developed and needed systemic treatment. In 6 patients we
diagnosed CMV in the fellow eye which primarily showed unilateral invol-
vement.

However, this method of administering drugs seems to have of few
complications and is effective in treatment.

There are several other ocular diseases that need long-term therapy.
Uveitis associated with autoimmune diseases such as sarcoidosis [9], rheu-
matoid arthritis, Reiter's syndrome, Behcet's disease or inflammatory
bowel disease [10] need steroid therapy. Symptoms can resolve with topi-
cal steroids, but recur after discontinuation of treatment [11]. Steroid eye
drops can lead to toxicity to the corneal epithelium, impaired wound heal-
ing and increased intraocular pressure [12]. Systemic therapy shows wide-
ranged side effects.

Cyclosporin A is used to treat some forms of uveitis and in high-risk
keratoplasty. Being administered systemically it can lead to severe nephro-
toxicity [13]. When applied topically, there is some controversial discussion
about penetration of the drug into the aequeous [14, 15]. No one has ever
reported on the drug levels delivered into the vitreous [16].

A study was done implanting subconjunctival devices containing 5-FU
after glaucoma filtering surgery showing good results [17]. Failed filters
are usually due to proliferation of fibroblasts leading to scarring and sub-
sequent blockage of the filter. Inhibition of proliferation of fibroblasts
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therefore should improve success rates of filtering surgery [18]. 5-FU was
also used experimentally in rabbits to inhibit proliferative vitreoretino-
pathy (PVR) after retinal surgery [19]. PVR remains a leading cause for
failure in retinal detachment surgery. Some RPE cells liberated into the
vitreous undergo transformation into fibrocytes producing collagen and
macrophages. Fixed folds due to preretinal retraction and periretinal pro-
liferation as well as opacification and retraction of the vitreous body are
named PVR. Again inhibition of proliferation of transformed fibroblasts
may inhibit the PVR reaction and make vitreoretinal surgery more suc-
cessful.

All the conditions mentioned above need treatment over a long period
of time. The drugs to be used are mostly not effective when applied locally
and also not tolerable when applied systemically because of unpleasant side
effects. As we could show with the ganciclovir sustained-release implants
this therapeutic method is highly effective and has few complications. Their
usefulness for other therapeutic agents needs further investigation.
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A first-phase study in a rabbit model demonstrated that injections of
human recombinant interferon (IFNa-2 a) into a retrobulbar depot yielded
concentrations in the choroid more than 600 times higher than could be
obtained by equal subcutaneous injections [1].

The serum levels of IFNa-2 a from a retrobulbar depot were less than
1 % of the choroidal levels and were equal to the serum levels from subcu-
taneous injections. The results of the animal study suggested that if se-
quential injections into a retrobulbar depot were tolerated by patients, it
presented a unique opportunity to test the effect of IFNa-2 a on subfoveal
choroidal neovascularization (cnv).

With the approval of the Institutional Review Board of Cornell Uni-
versity Medical College, a clinical study (second phase) was begun in Sep-
tember 1992 at the New York Hospital and subsequently with approval of
the Ethics Committee at the Eye Hospital of the University of TuÈ bingen.
The dose approved was 1 × 106 IU of IFNa-2 a per day. This amount in a
retrobulbar depot was expected to yield a therapeutic concentration in the
choroid with minimum systemic toxicity.

The preliminary findings in 11 patients who were followed for 17±
39 months are being reported because of the interest shown in the study
and because some negative results, as well as some complications, have al-
ready become evident.

Supported by the Edward Grayson Fund, West Orange, N.J., USA.



Materials and Methods

The 11 patients who were selected were older than 50 years and had had a recent
onset of diminished central vision caused by subfoveal cnv. Visual acuity ranged from 20/40
to 20/200. One patient was experiencing a recurrence of a parafoveal lesion after laser
treatment. Four patients were referred from the study on the effect of subcutaneous
IFNa 2 a on cnv because the entry medical examination concluded that they might not
tolerate the larger dose to be administered.

A sensory detachment of the macula was present in all of the patients, 7 of them
had a streak of blood in the macula at the edge of a pigment epithelial detachment.
Eight patients had classic cnv demonstrated by fluorescein angiography. Two patients
had occult cnv defined by fluorescein and indocyanine green angiography. One patient
had both classic and occult features.

Patients were examined by a hematologist oncologist who obtained and evaluated a
blood profile, chemistries, a urine analysis and an EKG before deciding that they were
suitable candidates for the administration of IFNα 2 a 1 × 106 IU daily for 50 days. The
internist re examined the patients at 2, 4, and 7 weeks. Informed consent was obtained
before treatment in every patient.

Human recombinant IFNα 2 a was obtained in vials containing 16,000,000 IU. The
powder was diluted with 1.6 ml of normal saline so that each 0.1 ml contained
1,000,000 IU. The solutions were kept refrigerated at 5 °C.

The double lumen catheter for injecting IFNα 2 a into the retrobulbar space was
similar to the one developed to carry a fiberoptic stylette in a second lumen for the loca
lization of retinal breaks [2]. For the IFNα 2 a project, the lumen carrying the stylette
was opened at its distal end so that it could deliver medication into the orbit [3] (fig. 1).

The catheter was inserted under retrobulbar anesthesia through a 2 mm incision in
the conjunctiva and Tenon's capsule. The incision was made 15 mm from the limbus at
the superior edge of the lateral rectus muscle. A blunt, curved probe (Kreissig depres
sor) was inserted first and advanced under ophthalmoscopic observation to a position 1
disc diameter superior and temporal to the fovea (fig. 2). After the probe was with

Fig. 1. The double lumen catheter with fiberoptic stylette (left) and with the
balloon expanded (right). (Cornell University has patented the double lumen cath
eter.)
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drawn, the balloon tipped catheter was inserted along the same pathway and the balloon
expanded with 0.6 ml of sterile water. The balloon retains the catheter in position with
out sutures. The indentation of the expanded balloon can usually be discerned with the
indirect ophthalmoscope (fig. 3). To further confirm its position, a fiberoptic was inserted
into the lumen and its passage into the balloon observed through an unlighted binocular
ophthalmoscope. When the fiberoptic entered the balloon, its glow outlined the balloon
(fig. 4). If the balloon was not in a correct position, it was maneuvered accordingly.
When the position was satisfactory, the stylette was withdrawn and 0.1 ml of IFNα 2 a
was injected into the catheter followed by 0.2 ml of air. The catheter had a volume of
0.16 ml and the air moved the medication into the retrobulbar space. The external part
of the catheter and the valves were taped to the temple (fig. 5) and covered with sterile
gauze.

The patients came for the supplemental injections six days a week. With the patient
sitting in an ophthalmic examination chair, the gauze cover was removed and the valves,
the skin of the temple and forehead cleaned with an alcohol pledget.

IFNα 2 a (0.1 ml) was drawn into a tuberculin syringe. The solution at the open end
of the syringe was touched with a sterile fluorescein strip. The fluorescein stained solu
tion was barely perceptible under white light, but was apparent under blue light. Inject
ing under blue light enabled us to monitor the flow of interferon through the catheter
and to ascertain that the air that followed it emptied the catheter.

At each visit, prior to injecting, the corrected visual acuity was tested with the same
retroilluminated Snellen chart that had been used in the initial examination. The pupil of
the eye being treated was dilated and the fundus examined by slit lamp biomicroscopy
through a + 78 dptr lens. Significant changes such as new blood were documented with
photographs. Fluorescein angiograms were obtained at 2, 4, and 7 weeks and a second in
docyanine green angiogram was obtained at 7 weeks. If lid edema developed, or the pa
tient complained of pain or discomfort, 0.3 ml of sterile saline was injected and then
withdrawn from the catheter and the sample cultured.

The indentation of the balloon diminished during the first week, but its position
could be ascertained and its volume measured by ultrasonography (fig. 6). After 23 50

Fig. 2. This blunt, curved probe (Kreissig depressor) with two curved ends cor
relating with the curvature of the globe) is first inserted in the parabulbar space
and advanced under ophthalmoscopic observation to a position one disc diameter
superior and temporal to the fovea.
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Fig. 3. Fundus photo showing the indentation of the balloon (arrows) supero-
temporal to the fovea.

Fig. 4. Drawing of the balloon catehter adjacent to the posterior pole. The fi-
beroptic stylette is illuminating the balloon.
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Fig. 5. The catheter and the
valves are taped to the temple of the
patient.

Fig. 6. An ultrasonogram to confirm the position of the balloon. The diameter
of the balloon (vertical line) is 9.47 mm.
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injections, the balloon was deflated and the catheter removed under topical anesthesia.
Follow up examinations were done at 1, 3, 6, 12, 18, and 24 months. The follow up exam
inations consisted of corrected visual acuity, biomicroscopy, photography, and, if indi
cated by the clinical examination, a fluorescein or indocyanine green angiography.

Results

The first patient, by design, had 23 daily injections of IFNα-2 a. The
first injection was 300,000 IU; the second, 600,000 IU; then 1,000,000 IU
were injected daily for 21 days. The patient experienced 5 days of moder-
ate lid and conjunctival edema beginning on the 8th day. A culture was
without growth and the edema receded with topical prednisolone acetate
1 % q.i.d. A fluorescein angiogram at 23 days failed to demonstrate regres-
sion of the cnv, so it was decided to increase the number of injections for
subsequent patients to 50, unless regression was observed after a lesser
number.

Patient 2 and patients 5±11 received 50 injections on a 6-day-per-week
schedule. Patients 6 and 7 experienced brief periods of conjunctival and
lid edema. Cultures of the lumen of their catheters were without growth

Fig. 7. Scattergram of last recorded visual acuity of 11 patients with subfoveal
cnv treated with 23 50 injections of retrobulbar IFNα 2 a followed for 17 39
months.
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and the edema regressed with topical prednisolone. Patient 3 complained
of discomfort and patient 4 of pain after 32 and 33 injections, respectively.
Both patients were reluctant to continue so their catheters were with-
drawn and cultured. The cultures were without growth and both patients
were asymptomatic within a day.

In most patients, there was regurgitation part-way through the injec-
tion after the first week. Under blue light, the fluorescein-stained solution
of IFNα-2 a was immediately apparent at the margin of the lower lid. In-
terrupting the injection for 15 min enabled the remainder to be accepted
without additional regurgitation.

The size of the cnv, as demonstrated by a fluorescein angiogram, was
diminished in 2 patients and unchanged in 5. The cnv in patient 1, who
had received 23 injections, grew to twice its original size after the treat-
ment was discontinued. The cnv enlarged about 50 % over 12 months in
patient 4, who received 33 injections, and in patient 11, who received
50 injections. The cnv in patient 7, who also received 50 injections, en-
larged about 30 % after 6 months and then became stable. No growth was
observed in any patient while they were receiving IFNα-2 a.

The visual results are displayed in the scattergram (fig. 7): Of the
11 patients treated with 23±50 injections of retrobulbar IFNα-2 a, visual
acuity diminished in 3 patients, remained unchanged in 5 and improved in
3 patients.

Discussion

The retrobulbar injection of 1 × 106 IU of IFNα-2 a was free of any of
the toxic side effects reported upon from trials in which 3 or 6 × 106 IU
were injected subcutaneously [4±9]. No patient complained of fatigue or
depression. On the contrary, despite their age and the distance that some
of them were required to travel each day, all but 2 patients were enthusias-
tic about their treatment and collectively missed only 2 of 488 appoint-
ments.

While no serious complications occurred as a result of the catheter in
the first 11 patients, 2 patients who entered the study later, 1 in New York
and 1 in TuÈ bingen, were discontinued on the 4th and 12th days, respec-
tively, because their catheters became infected. Lid edema and proptosis
were the presenting signs. Cultures from both patients grew Staphylococ-
cus aureus coagulase positive. Computer tomography and ultrasonography
indicated that the infection was confined to the capsule around the bal-
loon. Neither patient displayed evidence of ocular extension. In the first
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patient, the catheter was withdrawn and the infection responded promptly
to intravenous antibiotic therapy. In the second patient, the catheter was
left in place for another 5 days and the patient was treated with local injec-
tions of antibiotics via the catheter in addition to intravenous medication
with an equally good response. The supplemental injections through the
catheter did not hasten the response. The visual acuity of these two pa-
tients was unchanged following the episode for 5 and 16 weeks, respec-
tively, but subsequently deteriorated consistent with the natural history of
the disorder [10, 11].

This incidence of infection of patients who entered the study later,
was unexpected. Up to 1996, there have been only 2 infections in more
than 2,000 insertions of balloon catheters for the treatment of retinal de-
tachment in TuÈ bingen and in New York [12]. It is apparent that sequential
injections of medication through a catheter add additional risk. To avert
subsequent infections, the injection valve, which has a female end, has
been closed with a plug containing a rubber dam (fig. 8) similar to that
which is employed for retained intravenous catheters, that are left in place
for sequential injections.

From this second-phase study, we have concluded that sequential re-
trobulbar injections through a retained catheter are tolerated and are a po-
tential route for medications that might be used to treat disorders of the

Fig. 8. The injection valve of the
retained catheter is now closed with a
plug containing a rubber dam (left
valve).
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posterior segment. The higher concentration of IFNα-2 a in the choroid
obtained by depositing the medication in the retrobulbar space did not
cause regression of classic or occult cnv after 50 injections. The most favor-
able interpretation is that IFNα-2 a may have stopped the growth of cnv in
7 (6 of them had received 50 injections) of 11 patients for 17±39 months. A
larger series of patients that will include randomized controls is required
to reach a meaningful conclusion about whether IFNα-2 a can arrest the
growth of cnv.
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The goal of experimental therapies for age-macular degeneration
(AMD) can be twofold: prevention of the occurrence of macular complica-
tions or treatment of the already arised macular complications (central
geography atrophy or choroidal neovascularization).

Prevention of the Occurrence of Macular Complications

Gene therapy can only be considered as a treatment for AMD when
the responsible gene(s) have been identified or by an effect on the gene of
apoptosis BCL2.

Unless that therapy is possible, the preventive approach can concern
the risk factors identified in numerous epidemiological studies. The perso-
nal and environmental factors increasing the frequence of AMD identified
in the studies are systemic hypertension [1], coronary artery disease [2],
smoking [3], nutrition [4], and light exposure [5].

Antioxidants
Certain nutrients may counteract the oxidative process. Vitamins and

minerals that have antioxidant potential include vitamine E and C, carote-
noids, selenium, zinc and a number of enzymes involved in the oxidative
process [6]. When considering the nutrition influence, the measurements
of the plasma levels of antioxidants are only markers of dietary habits. In
some epidemiological studies, these markers have been assessed [7]. High
levels of carotenoids for example are associated with decreased risk of



severe exudative AMD [8]. Vitamin C increases the risk of dry AMD
[9].

A second approach considers antioxidant supplementation. Beta-caro-
tene and alpha-tocopherol supplementation have been studied in a Finnish
population of 941 patients, 65 years of age or more. The patients have
been randomly assigned to alpha-tocopherol alone or associated with
beta-carotene and compared to placebo-treated patients. After 5±8 years
of daily supplementation, no positive effects was observed on AMD [10].
These results are contradictory with a previous pilot study published
where a combination of vitamin C and E, b-carotene and selenium was
found to halt or improve AMD [11]. One of the possible reason for these
contradictory results is that the population concerned in the Finnish study
is smokers. The deleterious effect of smoking on the oxidative process is
well known.

In our department in Creteil, supplementation with 250 mg of zinc
once a day was compared with placebo in 140 high-risk second eyes. After
a follow-up period of at least 2 years, and mostly up to 5 years, there was
no difference between the treated and untreated groups for the develop-
ment of CNVs: 21.84 % of treated v. 20.69 % of untreated eyes developed
CNVs. This study confirms at long-term the previous short-term published
results [12].

Photocoagulation of Drusen

Laser photocoagulation of soft drusen, known to be the drusen at high
risk of development of CNVs, is at present considered. It has been reported
in observational cases that photocoagulation results in the disappearence of
these precursors [13±15]. Numerous trials are underway dealing with either
direct mild coagulation on the drusen directly or treatment at distance. In a
spanish study their disappearence occured in a mean period of 3.5 months
and the drusen at distance disappeared in a 8.5 months period [16]. How-
ever, the spontaneous disappearence of soft drusen is evaluated to be bet-
ween 10 and 13.9 % in a 5 year period. That spontaneous disappearence oc-
curs mainly in the oldest population (mean age 79 years) [17].

At present, the only available result is that laser treatment of soft dru-
sen has no iatrogenic effect. But, coagulation replaces an area of soft dru-
sen by an atrophic scar. The scar expansion has been extensively describes
in the litterature, not only in myopes but even after grid photocoagulation
for cystoid macular edema [18]. The main concern remains that there is no
proof that drusen disappearence will prevent the neovascular ingrowth
and modify the natural course of AMD.
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Therapy of Macular Complications

Central Geographic Atrophy
The only approach available at present is the equipment with low vi-

sion aids.
Future treatment can include RPE and/or photoreceptors transplanta-

tions. Experimental RPE transplantations [19±21] have already shown that
transplanted cells rescue photoreceptors at long-term in the RCS rats [22,
23]. Recently, it has even been demonstrated that in electron microscopy,
the photoreceptors build up outer segment when located next to the trans-
planted cells [24]. The trophic effect is observed not only in the immediate
vicinity of the transplanted cells but also at distance, suggesting the secre-
tion of a diffusible trophic factor [25]. The first clinical human RPE cell
transplantations were performed in end stages of geographic atrophy [26].
No visual improvement was noted postoperatively although the cells re-
mained viable for 3 months. Moreover, photoreceptors transplants seem
necessary in geographic atrophy as these cells are already destroyed. Ex-
perimental implantation into the subretinal space results in the establish-
ment of synapses [27]. The `en bloc' transplantation of RPE and photore-
ceptor cells would probably be the most adapted strategy in this form of
AMD.

An other approach is the microphotodiodes implants, some of which
have been presented at this meeting [28].

Choroidal New Vessels
Until today, laser photocoagulation is the only therapeutic approach

that has demonstrated its efficacy for well-defined CNVs on fluorescein
angiography [29±32]. The availability of ICG angiography allows the pre-
cise identification and localization of occult new vessels in some eyes [33].
However, the results of ICG guided photocoagulation have not yet been
proven of statistical benefit [34] and a clinical trial is underway.

Selective laser therapy is at present under evaluation using benzopor-
phyrin as a photosensitizer and a 692-nm laser as a means of infraliminar
treatment [35]. The goal of that selective therapy is to decrease the retinal
damage, especially to the photoreceptor layer.

Surgical ablation is technically possible. It was considered in order to
minimize the visual loss. The results published in the litterature are very
disappointing in AMD [36], even when associating RPE transplantations.
This attempt has been performed some years ago with adult RP cells and
more recently with fetal cells [26]. Both attempts did not result in an in-
crease of visual fonction. At present a trial is underway in the United
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States in order to evaluate the effectiveness of surgical ablation in well-de-
fined new vessels. However, this method should be compared with sub-
[32] of perifoveal [37] photocoagulation which have demonstrated a statis-
tical benefit in randomized clinical trials.

Pharmacologic anti-angiogenic interventions hold great promises for
treating this devastating condition. Effective drug therapies would enable
us to avoid laser induced damage. A number of anti-angiogenic therapies
are also at present under evaluation. Systemic interferon-α2a the rationale
of which was scientifically very strong, has shown to be of no benefit in
500 patients randomized all over the world. At 1 year, the visual acuity in
the treated patients was worse that in the nontreated eyes.

However, at present, the delivery in situ of interferon-α2a at the pos-
terior pole of the affected eyes with the modified Lincoff balloon might be
of benefit. The effects of systemic interferon-b is at present studied as well
as thalidomide, intravitreal steroids and other drugs. All these approaches
need of course after a pilot study to be tested in a randomized clinical
trial.

Radiotherapy is considered as an anti-angiogenic and anti-inflamma-
tory means. Multiple pilot studies suggest an efficacy of radiation [38±40].
However, all these studies are not comparable. The inclusion criteria are
very different. They concerned either well-defined CNVs or occult CNVs
or occult associated with well-defined CNVs. The treatment regimen are
different in nearly all studies. No study has a control group and of course
no randomisation procedure. The evaluation of the outcome is highly sub-
jective. In fact, a critical analysis shows that visual acuity decreased nearly
always although the period of follow-up is mostly short (around 3±
6 months, and rarely 12 months). As a result of these numerous attempts a
number of randomized trials are at present in progress.

Treatment of End Stages of AMD

In the presence of subretinal hemorrhages, attempts have been per-
formed to drain the hematoma associated or not to tissue plasminogen ac-
tivator [41] and to ablation of the neovascular membrane. These attempts
have not evidenced a visual improvement. A number of postoperative
complications were reported in the litterature.

The injection of intravitreal gaz when the hemorrhage is recent [42]
might allow the displacement from the blood and result in a possible vi-
sualization of the responsible CNV on fluorescein or on ICG angiography
performed rapidly after the injection. That might be a less traumatic ap-
proach than ablation.
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In conclusion, laser photocoagulation remains the gold standard for
the 15 % of well-defined CNVs. The other approaches must be compared
to it. For isolated occult CNVs and vascularized pigment epithelium de-
tachments, no effective treatment is at the horizon. For geographic atro-
phy the only hope is at present RPE and photoreceptors transplantation.

Numerous studies are underway in order to evaluate the effects of
prevention of oxydative damage on the ingrowth of CNV. Laser photocoa-
gulation is refined. All types of anti-angiogenic therapies are studied.

Future approaches might deal with the inhibition of the different steps
of angiogenesis: proliferation, migration, and differentiation of endothelial
cells. Specific inhibitors of the various angiogenic factors as well as antago-
nists to their receptors are certainly a way to go. Inhibition of extra-cellu-
lar matrix synthesis could impede the migration of the endothelial cells. In
addition, the level of inhibitory factors physiologically present in the reti-
na and choroid could be increased. The critical issues of experimental
therapies for AMD remain the choice of a precise strategy to use, its eva-
luation in a clinically relevant animal model and the determination of the
required end points. The efficient time duration of the angiogenesis block-
age is not determined.
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Evaluation of Macular Therapy

R. K. Blach

King's College Hospital, London

It may be generally observed that the more effective the therapy, the
less complex its evaluation needs to be. Does it therefore follow that the
less effective the therapy, the more abstract and tortuous its evaluation?

The underlying theme of this symposium has been to consider ad-
vances in knowledge that can be of potential use in the alleviation of ma-
cular (and retinal) disease and to evaluate their scientific worth in a quan-
titative manner. Unique to this conference and most stimulating has been
the promotion of therapy at the conceptual, preclinical, level. However,
the extrapolation of new scientific knowledge to individual patients also
requires a qualitative assessment, a more complex and less exact evalua-
tion.

Leipzig, as it happens, is a most appropriate location for a considera-
tion of the evaluation of ocular therapy, for it is in this city that its most il-
lustrious son, Johann Sebastian Bach, suffered at the hands of that infa-
mous itinerant ophthalmologist and charlatan, Chevalier John Taylor. The
Chevalier Taylor arrived in Leipizig in great splendour on 27th March
1750 and Kapellmeister Bach immediately became his patient. In March
1750, at the age of 66, he was operated upon for his blindness, requiring
further surgery within days and a course of debilitating medical therapy
prevalent at that time. His ophthalmologist pronounced the treatment a
great success but Bach suffered very much and became completely blind.
He died a few months latter without a proper evaluation of his ophthalmic
treatment [1].



Nature of Evaluation

Traditionally, the evaluation of therapy has concentrated on its effects
on the individual. In macular therapy the parameters concern functional
and structural outcomes and these can often be measured by clear, quanti-
tative methods. More difficult, but just as important to the patient, is eva-
luation in terms of individual and social adaptation, `the quality of life'.
Increasingly, as well as individual measurements, epidemiological assess-
ments are required using qualitative as well as quantitative methods.

Quantitative evaluation prefers numeric expression against accepted
norms and within a static environment. Qualitative evaluation requires a
holistic approach often measured against variable norms in a changing en-
vironment. The weakness of qualitative evaluation is its inexactitude,
which has its most disturbing manifestation in the intellectual flabbiness of
much social science and of complimentary medicine such as herbal medi-
cine [2]. Nevertheless, it is important to find reliable yardsticks for the eva-
luation and measurement of the clinical outcomes of therapy.

The problem of therapeutic evaluation is becoming more acute with
the proliferation of new technologies. In many western countries the com-
pulsory evaluation of drugs and some medical devices has not been fol-
lowed by the compulsory evaluation and control of other novel therapeu-
tic procedures such as laparoscopic surgery, with serious consequences in
many branches of medicine. This is now beginning to be tackled in the UK
[3]. In future, as already foreshadowed at this meeting, the evaluation of
gene therapy and neurological processing will become even more chal-
lenging [4].

Specific Parameters for Evaluation

We may consider the evaluation of macular therapy within the follow-
ing parameters: (1) structure; (2) function; (3) epidemiology; (4) substitu-
tions; (5) adaptation; (6) `quality of life'.

Structure
Structural outcomes of macular therapy are assessed in vivo tradition-

ally by ophthalmoscopic and photographic means although increasingly, as
we have seen, sophisticated techniques such as scanning laser ophthalmo-
scopy and optical coherence tomography are being used. The measure-
ment of structural change becomes more accurate with built-in quality
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control of instrumentation. However, the interpretation of such change of-
ten depends on human skills which are very variable.

The opportunity for accessing the best talents for this task is becom-
ing available through the development of telemedicine. There is no doubt
that the scientific, educational and clinical benefits of, for example, fluor-
escein conferences using the techniques of telemedicine are enormous.
The radiologists have already shown us the way with Picture Archiving
and Communications Systems (PACS) [5]. Distance projection of fluores-
cein angiograms, allowing for their interpretation by the most experienced
and sophisticated practitioners, obviously has tremendous advantages (the
New England Medical Centre already has such a telemedicine web site),
although commercial exploitation of such services will require academic
control.

Surgical intervention will usually be assessed initially by structural
measurement. However, the professionalisation of surgical evaluation, as-
sociated with in vitro training of surgeons, will become increasingly impor-
tant. The report on the recent clinical trial of the surgical treatment of
stage 2 macular holes emphasises the importance and sophistication of sur-
gical technique in assessing therapeutic outcome [6]. The evaluation of sur-
gical skills in training using virtual reality is already being introduced,
although only now are surgeons beginning to catch up with airline pilots in
the responsibility of their training. Flight simulators and personal assess-
ment of pilots have been standard for many years!

Function
One of the rewards of ophthalmology, and especially macular work, is

the numeric clarity with which the benefits of treatment can be evaluated
although this does not apply to qualitative effects. Moreover, the conven-
tional statistical evaluation of clinical results has recently become suspect.
In dealing with clinical results traditionally we use a statistical on/off re-
sponse, results are either significant or not significant. However, in the ac-
tual clinical situation, in which many factors precede a clinical trial and
perhaps develop during it, we are much more likely to be dealing with in-
cremental probabilities. These can be assimilated by using Baysian statis-
tics which are mathematically more complex but whose use is now greatly
simplified by the appropriate computer software [7].

Numeric evaluation does not always correspond to the patient's per-
ception of improvement. This is partly because visual acuity is only one
functional measurement and various other electro-physiological tests may
come closer to expressing a patient's actual experience, as in the assess-
ment of photodynamic therapy reported at this meeting. For example, in
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assessing the effects of laser treatment on central serous retinopathy, dif-
ferent outcomes are obtained in terms of Snellen's visual acuity from
other psychophysical tests such as fine matrix mapping. This technique,
used in combination with the scanning laser ophthalmoscope, measures
retinal function on a `microscopic' scale not evident on conventional test-
ing [8].

Although quantitative methods of assessing function are increasingly
sophisticated, the patient's qualitative experience is just as important to
him or her. Thus elderly people may complain bitterly of their vision and
yet are able to read 6/9. Their complaints are often true. It is just that they
are more sensitive to their own receptor loss than the tests to which we
choose to expose them. However, qualitative evaluation can be confusing.
Have we not seen cases of retinitis pigmentosa return from Moscow? And
is it for us to destroy a patient's genuine illusions?

Epidemiology
Epidemiology is the study of disease in populations. Since macular dis-

ease is such a common and increasingly important condition in our ageing
population, it requires an epidemiological approach. The complex interre-
lationships of genetic and environmental factors in macular disease are in-
creasingly being delineated by epidemiological studies [9].

Therapy may be evaluated from descriptive studies, in case-controlled
studies, in cohorts, by clinical trials or by clinical audit. The development
of evidence-based medicine and clinical audit are leading to the evolution
of guidelines in many areas of clinical medicine. This represents a wel-
come restriction to so-called `clinical freedom' which, according to Hamp-
ton [10], is often merely a cloak for clinical ignorance. It does, however, re-
quire a definition of `evidence'.

Clinical evidence itself is usually classified into [11]:
(i) class 1: from properly controlled randomised clinical trials;
(ii) class 2: from case controlled and cohort studies, and
(iii) class 3: from expert opinion, non-randomised studies with historical

controls, and case reports.
Guidelines (recommendations on management) are based:

specifically on (i); on direct evidence from (ii); or on a strong consensus
from (iii).

In any therapeutic evaluation, the natural history of a disease process
has to be well documented and it is perhaps in the untreated control
group of Phase 3 clinical trials, that we find a trial's greatest value. In a re-
cent editorial of the journal Ophthalmology clinical trials were advocated
as the gold standard for therapeutic evaluation [12]. However, the criteria
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set for the perfect trial were so demanding that it implied that many ac-
tual trials were not sufficiently rigorous and therefore misleading.

Important as they are, there are some serious shortcomings to phase 3
clinical trials:
(a) The ethics are complex. Placebos are a form of patient deception and

in invasive procedures control groups are difficult, if not impossible,
to obtain.

(b) Clinical trials are artificial because they need to control their vari-
ables. Therefore they need to be undertaken in an artificially simple
framework with limited criteria for assessment. In the real (clinical)
world therapy is judged on unlimited criteria so that clinical judge-
ment is often more sophisticated than a clinical trial [13].

(c) Objectivity is difficult to obtain unless third parties report the actual
trial and interpret the findings (a triple blind trial). Raw data, which
could now be easily published electronically, is often difficult to ob-
tain by non-participants. Clinical trials do not make empirical treat-
ments scientific.

(d) Often there is a lack of common sense:
Positive results may be obvious from pilot studies (e. g. penicillin, vita-

min C).
Negative results need publishing (statistically they are rarer than ex-

pected).
Useless results tend often to come out positive because of bias some-

times reinforced by meta-analysis.
This is not to say that clinical trials are useless. Indeed, they are essen-

tial where similar drugs and procedures are compared, where practitioners
are influenced by non-clinical issues (such as self-advancement or com-
merce), where prejudice and ignorance are rife (as in complimentary med-
icine), or, perhaps, where the benefits of treatment are marginal (implying,
conversely, that they are hardly needed for therapy that really works!).
Clinical trials test not so much the quality of therapy as its reliability which
can be difficult to test by other means.

However, with the increasing use of information technology to pro-
vide total information on clinical activity, and the practice of clinical audit
(defined as the `systematic, critical analysis of the quality of medical care,
including procedures used for diagnosis and treatment, the use of re-
sources and the resulting outcome and quality of life of the patient'), clini-
cal trials will become increasingly less important to many areas of retinal
therapy.
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Substitutions
Mechanical. Some of the oldest and the newest forms of macular ther-

apy involve substitute mechanisms. Simple optical aids hardly need clinical
trials to advertise their usefulness. However, complex optical appliances,
while often enabling an elderly patient to perform to the ophthalmolo-
gist's satisfaction, depend for their successful employment in everyday life
on patient motivation, concentration and energy. Among the elderly, low
vision aids often satisfy the prescriber rather than the patient and qualita-
tive assessment is important.

Electro-mechanical aids, as we have seen in the exciting contributions
to this meeting, have a realistic future. Cochlear implants have already
reached the stage of alleviating profound deafness in adults and young
children and are being evaluated as an exercise in health technology as-
sessment [14], but ophthalmologists still have a long way to go [15] (the
optic/auditory nerve fibres alone by a factor of 33).

Biological. There are two areas where evaluation of substitute mech-
anisms will be particularly difficult in the future, namely gene therapy and
neurological processing. The basic standards used for conventional mea-
surements and some ethical dimensions will need to be reviewed in view
of the complex effects that gene and neurological replacement may have
on normal tissues. Gene therapy in Tay-Sachs disease [16] and neurologi-
cal stimulation of axonal growth of retinal ganglion cells and retinal graft-
ing may well become realities [17].

Adaptation
Much of medical and macular therapy is concerned, not with return-

ing the patient to the normal state, but with learning to adapt to a given si-
tuation:

Where aspects of macular or retinal function have never developed, as
in red/green colour blindness, environmental restriction may be easily con-
tained. Where visual acuity deteriorates from an early age, as in some her-
editary macular degenerations, the early establishment of biological norms
and consequent life-styles makes adaptation more difficult. Where `blind-
ness' from age-related macular degeneration occurs, specific problems de-
velop. The quality of adaptation is probably diminished by the very ageing
process affecting the whole patient. The reduced learning capability of old
age is only partially mitigated by reduced needs and demands, although
the compensatory mechanisms of the elderly should not be underesti-
mated.
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Incidentally, macular blindness, although classified as `blind' in epide-
miological studies, does not amount to blindness in the lay sense of the
term.

We may classify vision into [18]: (i) normal vision, with normal acuity,
normal navigational vision and social independence; (ii) central visual loss
(macular blindness) with a good peripheral field and therefore good navi-
gational vision allowing a good deal of social independence; (iii) central
and peripheral visual loss, with loss of both detailed and navigational vi-
sion leading to social dependence.

The differences between (i) and (ii) are probably less than between (ii)
and (iii) and, in our classification of blindness, it may be misleading to in-
clude (ii) and (iii) in the same category. If social policy is to be based on epi-
demiological input, the present classifications of blindness are misleading.

Biological organisms thrive by means of adaptation either to their ex-
ternal environment or to their own inherent or changing circumstances.
Such adaptation may be `instinctive' or may be helped by training (e. g.
learning to use eccentric fixation by patients with macular scotomata).
Adaptation to blindness can probably never be complete. However, there
are some remarkable historical examples usually dependent on excep-
tional help from others. Perhaps one of the greatest is that of John Milton,
the English poet who, in spite of developing complete blindness, became
Cromwell's Foreign Secretary. He describes his blindness in one of the
world's greatest poems, `Paradise Lost', written in 1667 [19].

Milton also demonstrated the role and responsibility of society in the
process of successful adaptation. Society can provide the environmental
changes that allow such adaptation, a factor to be considered in the over-
all evaluation of macular therapy. Such action should not be seen as char-
ity but as behaviour in the interests and for the dignity of society as a
whole. It was Milton's family and helpers who allowed his unique talents
to become manifest.

`Quality of Life'
Attempts to measure the effects of macular therapy on the general

quality of life of affected patients have been made both by vision specific
quality of life instruments and by generic questionnaires.

To express such studies in abstract mathematical terms may give a
false impression of exactitude to such multi-factorial situations. Qualita-
tive measurements take as their yardstick not an arbitrary biological scale
derived from widespread objective data but the relative standards derived
from the patient's own requirements and expectations, comparing his per-
formance not to a biological average but to his own past performance and
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to others in his own environment. Such `relative' as opposed to `objective'
criteria, however, require rigorous and unsentimental standards from the
ophthalmologist who is the auditor.

In Belfast there is a cross-sectional study of patients with macular de-
generation and age-matched controls using (a) vision specific, and (b) gen-
eric quality-of-life questionnaires:
(a) The vision specific questionnaire consisted of 33 items involving daily

living tasks dependent on vision. These related to acuity, peripheral
fields, contrast sensitivity and dark adaptation.

(b) The 36 generic questions referred to 8 general dimensions of health
(physical and social function, role limitation due to physical and emo-
tional problems, mental health, energy, pain, general health percep-
tion).
The results showed that the vision-specific rather than the generic

questionnaires appeared to relate to the impact of therapeutic interven-
tion in macular degeneration [Chakravarty, pers. commun.].

Proposals

Many ideas have been aired in this talk and a number of specific pro-
posals may be considered. The means by which they might be achieved in-
clude telemedicine, information processing, audit, therapeutic evaluation,
therapeutic guidelines and societal guidelines. The ends to be considered
are summarised.

Integration of Skills
Accurate diagnosis, upon which effective therapy depends, can be im-

proved on a universal scale by means of telemedicine, particularly useful
in the interpretation of structural change such as in fluorescein angio-
grams. In training, methods similar to those used for airline pilots are be-
ginning to be introduced at least into general surgery.

Total Information and Audit
The quality of therapy and reliability of functional results can be im-

proved by audit and the total input of clinical information with the help,
of information technology. Such an approach may obviate the need for
phase 3 clinical trials in certain circumstances, although their need in areas
such as comparative studies remains.
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Extrapolation of Scientific Data to Clinical Practice
The extrapolation of scientific and epidemiological data to the needs

of the individual patient often presents difficult problems. The quantitative
evaluation of macular therapy, if not overwhelmingly in its favour, should
have a qualitative assessment to judge its clinical worth. The conventional
statistical tools used to assess significance may need to be modified to take
account of incremental probabilities. An epidemiological approach can of-
ten assess the reliability of a therapeutic intervention but this does not
necessarily translate into patient welfare. The evaluation of gene therapy
and neurological processing will require new parameters of judgement
that concern their influence on normal biological processes as well as dis-
ease mechanisms.

Qualitative Evaluation
The qualitative assessment of macular therapy is at an early stage but

will eventually be the end-point in any evaluation. Unfortunately the meth-
ods used in sociology are not yet incisive because of the variable and multi-
factorial bases of measurement. Nevertheless, the complexities of qualitative
measurement are not beyond the capabilities of information processing. In
other words, it is the patient's welfare, not just the abstract mathematical re-
sponse of his macula, which is the concern of the ophthalmologist.

Adaptation
Finally, the evaluation of macular therapy does not stop at treatment.

The adaptation of the patient to society and, equally important, of society
to the patient should also properly be the concern of the therapist. This
opens doors for the development of intriguing modern therapies for exam-
ple, in terms of neuronal plasticity and learning, and societal adaptation.

Finale

Lastly, we return to Johann Sebastian Bach. He wrote an organ chor-
ale initially entitied `Wenn wir in hoÈ chsten NoÈ ten sein' (`When we are in
most dire need'). Shortly before he died in Leipzig in 1750, and perhaps
with some premonition of his own death, he changed the title to `Vor Dei-
nen Thron tret' ich' (`Before Thy throne I tread'). Bach did not have the
opportunity to evaluate his disastrous therapy before it was administered.
We should consider macular therapy today with the same humility and
adaptability that made Bach change the title of his final organ chorale
(BWV 668).
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